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The Architects for Health Student Design
Awards challenge students of architecture
and design to explore innovative and
compassionate design for health and social
care settings.
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2020 saw a step change in the way we
deliver healthcare services in the UK.

WITH SPECIAL THANKS
TO OUR SPONSORS:

Arguable, the emphasis on wellbeing - both
for patients and staff - was watered down.
Post-pandemic, what does this mean for our
healthcare environments?
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Student Design Awards 2021

As well as promoting good design, AfH is
also committed to encouraging the next
generation to remain passionate about the
quality of design for health and social care
settings.

In addition to awards for students studying
BA Architecture, BA Interiors and at MA, we
have awarded prizes for the Best Drawing,
Best Concept, a special prize from the
judges and the Susan Francis Award for Art &
Architecture.

Our goal is to celebrate the opportunities
in health and social care for innovation
and experimentation and to bring together
students from different disciplines to share
fresh thinking.
This year we have collaborated with 11
schools of architecture and design including
courses in public art, interior architecture
and architecture from across the UK.

ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY
•
Howard Gilby

NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
•

Neveen Hamza

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
•
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Kaye Newman
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Sandra Denicke
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Alex Butterworth
•
Katherine Nolan
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Jennifer Gutteridge
•
Janette Harris

With thanks to:
•

In 2021 we wanted to keep the design
awards open and collaborative so students
have been encouraged to submit work from
their current courses for consideration.

Winners are rewarded with cash prizes, a
chance to see their work showcased online,
complementary AfH membership and an
opportunity to discuss their work with others
including architectural and design leaders in
healthcare.
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Covid-19 accelerated long-planned
programmes of digital transformation,
including the immediate adoption of
virtual consultations and digital delivery
of outpatient services. Surging patient
numbers necessitated swift adaptation of
existing healthcare spaces, the creation
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The AfH Student Design Award is an annual
design competition for students and 2021
marks our 13th year, having taken a pause in
2020 due to the pandemic.
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LEWIS BAYLIN

NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
BA Architecture
AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH TO
DEMENTIA CARE

You wake up. You walk to the bathroom
and look to see your own reflection, but
instead, an unrecognisable face stares
back. You are filled with fright and begin
to shout in panic. The reflection is yourself,
but your only memories of ‘you’ are from
many years ago.
Dementia currently affects 850,000 people
in the UK - projected to rise to 1.6 million
by 2040. This project aims to challenge the
modern-day institutional care home setting
and create a framework which acknowledges
the needs of people living with dementia
whilst integrating the wider community.
The current site for this project is located
on Westgate Road in Newcastle Upon
Tyne, on the Campus of Ageing & Vitality.
The deprived residential area of Arthurs Hill
neighbours the Eastern region of the site.

I began this project designing from the
small scale, the individual dementia pods.
The fundamental qualities of these spaces
rely on understanding how a person living
with dementia will perceive the Evironment.
Does the space afford visual cues to the
lavatory to maintain independence and
integrity of the patient? And does the space
offer an intimate yet controlled connection
with the natural environment?
Richard Neutra reminds us that “design must
be the barrier against irritation instead of
the incitement to it”.
This is ever more important when designing
for vulnerable and frail.

The use of evidence-based design offers
an informative design process which uses
environmental simulation and daylight
studies to create optimum living conditions
for those living with dementia, reducing
agitation and sensory overload for the
patients.
Site Integration & Response

Next, I focused on designing a modularto Environmental Conditions
L-shaped pod cluster, designed without
corridors. The open plan living space
provides privacy for each individual pod
whilst offering positive distractions through
controlled views outwards into the courtyard
space.

The overall form of the building has a focus
on maintaining a consistent connection to
the natural environment, to benefit both the
wider community, the patients and the staff.
Benefits which arise from such connection
are somewhat deterministic to one’s health
on both a physical and mental level at all
stages of the human condition.
They should not be ignored.

An internal and external wandering path
offers the patient feelings of freedom and
empowerment, allowing them to move

My project preserves the only
non-demolished building on the site,
integrating the historic fabric into the
project. An ecological approach to dementia
care embodies a response to the natural
environment through both form and
function.

Site Integration & Preservation

The form utilises the site topography,
providing an accessible green roof which
restores the land from which it takes up.

Creating
a Home

The function of the site was inspired by
research into the benefits of human-animal
interaction in relation to dementia care,
leading to the integration of an urban
farm within the site. This function holds a
marriage between agriculture and animaltherapy, affording a multisensory experience
which results in feelings of self-worth
and improved mood whilst slowing the
development of Alzheimer’s.
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naturally without reaching a corridor end
and becoming agitated.

East

South

West

Making a Home
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ELOISE BRAY

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch RIBA Part 2
ROLLING HILLS // CENTRE FOR
MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING

2020 - the year where social norms and
expectations were thrust into doubt;
contextual human connections restricted,
re-considered and re-evaluated, as well as
the empty space between our physical beings
expanding exponentially whilst the desire for
substantial relationships and communications
resiliently continued to demand time and
energy from our newly formed “stay at
home” lifestyles, reminding us of the ease of
what our lives used to be with unrestricted
physical contact.
Despite the ever increasing gap between
human contact - alongside the varying
national and regional restrictions in regard
to restricting the spread of coronavirus,
innovative developments throughout the
industrial revolution 4.0 (IR4.0) have
allowed for a compromised continuation of
communications through a virtual and digital
medium, where knowledge transfer and
information storage is becoming ever more
accessible to the human. A virtual world is
growing and developing as an overlay to our
physical context, creating invisible but easily
accessed connections and environments
between ourselves, our friends, and families.
The coronavirus pandemic has highlighted
and emphasised the importance of mental
health and wellbeing – effecting people
now more so than ever. The home in which
we could leave whenever we pleased to
explore a world of endless possibilities has
suddenly become our sanctuary protecting
us from the virus outside. Prospective
futures of generations have been wiped out,
industries ground to a halt, and humans
have been stuck inside where the mental
strain of restrictions, limitations of contact
and acceptance of a future no-one ever
envisaged slowly becoming reality.
Increase of social distancing has prevented
important appointments where physical
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contact is not only required but essential
for appropriate diagnosis and solutions
in spaces such as health care centres,
however the introduction of a digital reality
and environment is opening the doors of
opportunity for virtual appointments.
Focusing within the Northern Powerhouse,
the site is situated along Gaswork Street in
Huddersfield, a central location within the
“Northern Hemisphere” of England with
good connections to major cities such as
Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield and Newcastle
via Huddersfield Train Station, or the major
highway/motorway routes between each
location.
Within the site is proposed to be “The
Rolling Hills – Mental Healthcare and
Wellbeing Centre” – a safe, vast space for
industry professionals to work remotely or
in person as well as open plan collaborative
and flexible workspaces for members of
the public to participate in counselling
sessions, workshops or general activities
associated with the improvement of mental
health and wellbeing such as meditation
sessions, yoga and crafts. An additional but
separate space will be provided for more
communal and larger capacity activities such
as an exhibition hall and lecture theatre,
displaying artwork and installations created
by the users and patients of the wellbeing
centre during their mental rehabilitation
sessions.

The Rolling Hills combines the idea of a
nest and a cave,by creating a man-made
cave with flexible and functional nest space
within.
The centre is named “The Rolling Hills”
after the extensive green roof structure,
in homage to the tranquillity I feel when
observing the rolling terrains of the
Huddersfield Landscape.

General Arrangement
rolling hills

rolling hills
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buffer / eco corridoor

collaborative workspaces

passive systems

atrium / landing

cultivation and harvest tanks
containing bioluminescent algae in a
woodland/forest setting

south and west facing glazed
corridoors to allow natural sunlight
into the building without over heating

open plan mezzanine level with
varying access points for well being
sessions such as yoga and meditation

view within the thermal laberynth
showing connections to passive
systems and structure

twisting algae pipes within entry
space for visual impact upon entry of
the building

view to rolling hills

view to rolling hills

view to rolling hills

view taken from proposed huddersfield canal bridge accross to
the centre for mental health and wellbeing and exhibition hall

view taken from proposed bioluminescent forest towards the centre for mental
health and wellbeing with the bedge of the bioluminescent forest in the
foreground

view taken from proposed entry/exit from exhibition hall towards the entrance of
the mental healthcare and wellbeing centre

ELOISE BRAY

exhibition

exhibition

reception / entrance

reception

knowledge transfer / classrooms

exhibition hall

health care offices

storage

Lorem Ipsum

vr / ar meeting rooms

cafe / eating

stoarge

kitchen

research + development

sanitary facilities

close contact examination / counceling

lecture hall

dance + music studio / spaces

circulation

sttaff facilities / breakout
sanitary facilities
circulation

rolling hills

open plan collaborative work spaces

staff
parking

canal
walk

exhibition
terrace

exhibition
cafe
terrace
auditorium

admin
vehicular density + circulation

emergency vehicle access + circulation
offices

canal
walk

bioluminescent
forest

vehicle entry
parking

pedestrian entry

workshops

disabled users acces + circulation

pedestrian density + circulation

Technical detail
Green Roof:

Within the centre, VR/AR spaces will
be provided for the provisions of virtual
appointments between the external
patients and in-house professionals should
restrictions require, or location create
an obstacle, where the meeting can take
place in a shared virtual space, bridging
the remote gap between the two separate
spaces.

bioluminescent forest

Exploded
Axonometric

extensive bauder green roof inhabited
with local vegetation to huddersfield

Algae Pipe
Network
Stage 01
cultivation + harvest

Glulaminated timber:
Stage 02
collection

glu-laminated timber primary roof
structure under bauder green roof to
reduce thermal bridging

steel columns and beams set on a 10m x
10m grid in order to privide loading
support for the roof system and
lateral support for bio block walls

Stage 08
development

Speculative
concept

Steel Structure
Stage 03
transportation

Stage 07
separation

bio blocks // concrete +
reclaimed stone walling:
Stage 04
processing

structural bio block as inner leaf with
200mm insulated cavilty. lateral
restrain to walls provided by steels

Green walls

Stage 06
refining

Stage 05
deconstruction

Eco Shaft and Thermal Labyrinth

Proposed Bio Materials

bio blocks:

bio blocks:

concrete is implanted with sporosarcina pasteurii which reacts
with water to form limestone - healing cracks and faults within
20 days of exposure

formed at room tempurature - bio
blocks are ccreated through
bacterial reactions

Student Design Awards 2021
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ELSA BROWN

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design
THE HALCYON CENTRE

The Halcyon Centre is a residential care
home and community day centre for those
with cognitive impairment.
The project focuses on keeping dementia
sufferers independent for longer, supported
by wayfinding and sensory experiences.
With a focus on wellbeing, support, and
nature. Developed with dementia-friendly
design at its heart. Offering comfort and
reassurance in a stimulating, homely
environment, this enables residents and
community patients to be independent
for longer by offering an environment that
provides comfort for all.

ELSA BROWN

independently. For wayfinding purposes each
area is signed with an icon, the name and
the door frame colour corresponding to the
map, facilitating independent living.
The centre has the potential to be a role
model for specialised dementia care
facilities with both feet in the future. It
forms a community which is busy, vibrant,
and homely.

The centre has endless circular journey with
constant access and exposure to nature
is offered. Lowering distress in sufferers
as they cannot get lost within the centre,
this minimises panic when they cannot
remember the way.
For those who are inclined to walk around
the route encourages interaction with
nature through access to outdoor safe
spaces or indoor interaction areas. These
areas help reduce anxiety and combat
dementia symptoms such as the regulation
of their circadian rhythm to improve
sleeping patterns and wellbeing.
There are both physical and technical
interactions with nature in the centre.
For example, the augmented reality panel
offering immersive interaction, through a
digital tablet revealing documentary and 360
cinema, of otherwise unattainable natural
experiences hidden behind a large scale
image.
For those who are less technical or able
to physically interact there are sensory
stimulation tables, raised vegetable
beds, with a small garden centre to
accompany and a safe courtyard to explore
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VLAD-AURELIAN CAZACU
UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch RIBA Part 2
CLOUDWAVE-19 INSTITUTE

The Medical department has been facing
several challenges and transformations
over the years, but presently this major
field is dealing with a considerable change.
The Healthcare domain is involved in a
significant conversion from conventional
consulting and treating approaches to
automation and digital processes.
The Cloudwave-19 Institute concept strives
to revitalize social activities and the mental
wellbeing for Huddersfield’s inhabitants.

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

OPEN SPACE [FLEXIBLE AREA]

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

THIRD FLOOR

OPEN SPACE [FLEXIBLE AREA]

OPEN SPACE [FLEXIBLE AREA]

LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE

LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS

EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

SECOND FLOOR
COUNSELLING SPACES
LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE
ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS

COUNSELLING SPACES

FIRST FLOOR

LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE
SECONDARY ENTRANCE

ADMINISTRATION

RECEPTION AREA

ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCH LABS FOR
MENTAL HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS
COUNSELLING SPACES

EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS

G
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E
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N
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Exhibition Building
ART EXHIBITION AREA
ADMINISTRATION

CloudWave-19 Institute
CONSULTING ROOMS / COUNSELLING
ROOMS
RECEPTION / EVENT HALL

G

R
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M

A
E

L
N

T

// PUBLIC I VISITORS I STUDENTS I ARTISTS
// STAFF

RECEPTION / EVENT HALL

// STAFF I PUBLIC I VISITORS I STUDENTS
// STUDENTS I TEACHERS I SCIENTISTS I PUBLIC

SECONDARY ENTRANCE
ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION/SEMINAR ROOMS

Targeted Users

// CW/19 EMPLOYEES I SCIENTISTS I PATIENTS

EDUCATION / SEMINAR ROOMS

// STUDENTS I TEACHERS I SCIENTISTS I PUBLIC

// STUDENTS I RESEARCHERS I STAFF I SCIENTISTS

ADMINISTRATION

// STAFF

RESEARCH LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE // SCIENTISTS I RESEARCHERS

EVENT HALL [TEMPORARY
EXHIBITION]

LABS FOR MENTAL HEALTHCARE

Targeted Users

EDUCATION / WORKSHOPS

Targeted Users

FIRST FLOOR

MAIN ENTRANCE

GROUND FLOOR

RECEPTION AREA

The CW/19 Centre has its roots in
Huddersfield of the year 2021 when the
cutting-edge technology defines our way
of living and thinking, and when the fourth
industrial revo-lution will play a crucial
role in the concept by embodying a mix
of cutting-edge technologies which will
seek to enhance the digital art unfolding
in the concept and the healthcare domain
tremendously. Therefore, the CW/19 tries to
implement revolution-ary technologies and
AI methodologies into its practices.

Additionally, the site will be home to a
second building sheltering a digital art
exhibition, where visitors or locals can
gather and admire Digital Art pieces
exhibited both out-doors and indoors.
For those who are interested in Digital
SECOND FLOOR
Fabrication, AI or Generative Design there
will be seminar rooms where people can
learn and share their knowledge about the
latest cutting-edge technologies.

OPEN SPACE [FLEXIBLE AREA]

CONSULTING/COUNSELLING ROOM

Big data will play an important role in the
medical sector by collecting and storing
genetic data or laboratory outcomes. In
addition, the healthcare industry should
embrace the idea of Data analytics and AI
with the purpose of pursu-ing, enhancing,

The collaboration between the AI, Big
data and other methodologies can be
accomplished by utilizing cutting-edge
technology and a diversity of machines,
appliances, sensors and smart gadgets that
will be in charge of controlling the entire
consultation process and moreover to
take
THIRD
FLOOR
its own decisions if a recommendation or
choice needs to be made.

RESEARCH LABS FOR
MENTAL HEALTHCARE

One potential implication of the AI
methodology into healthcare could be the
ability of evaluating different outcomes from
consultations and based on these results
to predict possible diseases that can occur
or augmenting several human tasks during
consultations or therapies.

VLAD-AURELIAN CAZACU

modifying, storing and arranging the
information from patients.

CONSULTING/COUNSELLING ROOM

The artistic and creative activities are
meant to boost the communication, to
help with knowledge share and to improve
people’s mental condition going through
these Covid-19 pandemic challenges. People
suffered because of the social distancing
and lockdowns when they could not socialise
or gather, but now the CW/19 Concept will
bring improvements by generating spaces for
public exhibitions and artistic activities that
can significantly improve the social aspects
of the town and promote the local artists
while also offering therapy through art for
mental health issues.

The main aim of the CW/19 concept consists
in revitalising the post-covid social aspects
and implementing in the healthcare branch
the AI methodologies along with Big data and
IoT which will have a meaningful impact on
the medical sphere, such as improving the
productivity, minimizing the inaccuracies,
generating diagnosis and selecting ther-apies
based on the information from data.

COUNSELLING SPACES
MAIN ENTRANCE

GROUND FLOOR

Consulting Rooms /
Counselling Rooms

The Cloudwave-19 concept will be hosting
research labs for mental health care,
consulting and counselling rooms and social/
therapeutic activities for its visitors.
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ANDREA RABELLO
DALL’ORTO

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design
CHRISTCHURCH GENERAL PRACTICE
AND NUTRITION CENTRE

The negative effect of the latest pandemic
on the NHS and general practices was an
overload on regular consultations and
treatments.
High demand and limited staff is impacting
healthcare professionals - overworking due
to the continuous, increasing workload causing very long waits for appointments
and even some clinics to close.
Solutions are needed to reduce the overload
and regulate the system again, aiming to
improve it with modern technologies to work
even better than it did before.
Working on preventing diseases and
promoting health can help to reduce the
amount of people becoming ill and needing
to see a doctor is an interesting option to be
considered for long term results.
There are many ways to promote a healthy
lifestyle and prevent diseases. As GPs work
in a holistic way, considering all aspects of a
person’s life, it is suitable for clinics to focus
on nutrition as a tool to prevent diseases
and not only on ways to treat them once
they have already developed.

ANREA RABELLO DALL’ORTO

that can be reversed with diet, or avoided
by introducing healthy eating habits before
the disease develops.
Besides the specific diseases that are caused
or aggravated by bad eating habits, some
chronic inflammatory diseases can use
nutrition as a tool to reduce symptoms and
allow people to live a happier and more
independent life.
The aim of this project is to educate the
population about food and eating habits, and
how to maintain a healthy diet by offering
the tools people need to make good choices.
The objective is to offer workshops focused
on specific health conditions (diseases and
food allergies), to show people how to
choose, prepare and store the food that is
good for them, while applying technology to
help them to maintain the good habits when
not in the workshop.

Most people think of malnutrition as a
lack of food, but it is not only that. Eating
badly can cause many types of diseases
that can change one’s life or even kill,
such as diabetes type 2, heart diseases and
stroke, cancer, and even deficit in the brain
function.
Eating healthy is not easy because most
people don’t understand much about
food. It is easy to be fooled by labels that
advertise products as being healthy but
hiding many ingredients that are bad for us
in the small print. Educating people about
food can have a huge impact on the general
population’s health, reducing the need to
see a doctor and start treatment for issues
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IMAAN ZORAH DAUREEAWOO

“The Women’s Abode” is situated in Long
Lane, Smithfield. It’s a space where women
can live communally with other women who
have gone through trauma or difficult life
experiences. This space provides them with
support to allow them to rejoin the public
sphere, without fear. Long Lane is the last
step for the women to heal before they get
back to “normal life”.

MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture
“THE WOMEN’S ABODE”
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The main driving force for situating The
Women’s Abode at the Long Lane site was
due to it’s smallness. The aim wasn’t to
create a space that resembled a huge
echoing asylum but instead create a
practical and inviting domestic space to give
women the confidence that they once had.
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afety. The size of the space allows the
t and lonely in their domestic space.
or situating The Women’s Abode at
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t they once had.

The Long Lane was chosen to house the
women as it was a place to promote comfort
and safety. The size of the space allows the
inhabitants to not feel lost and lonely in
their domestic space.
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n live communally with other women
auma or difficult life experiences. This
support to allow them to rejoin the
ar. Long Lane is the last step for the
y get back to “normal life”.

The space provides them with therapy and
other activities to help them through their

When researching the site and the typology
of inhabitants, I have gathered a few design
strategies to aide the design development
process.
Adaptive re-use strategies will be essential
to my site as it is a very small space.
Additionally, the concept of controlling
gaze is very important in my project as this
relates directly to the inhabitants of the
space.
As a result of the trauma the women have
gone through, the women don’t necessarily
want to be seen by the public. Therefore,
creating a private space is essential, hence
the concept of controlling gaze inside and
into the space is important.

e and the typology of inhabitants, I
gn strategies to aide with the design
Adaptive re-use strategies will be
a very small space. Additionally, the
ze is very important in my project as
inhabitants off the space. As a result
have gone through, the women don’t
n by the public. Therefore, creating a
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Communal dining and kitchen space

Communal ground floor space

This visual represents the basement floor, which
explores the communal dining space and the kitchen.
Additionally, It also depicts the change of levels
between the dining space and kitchen space to provide
some privacy.

Here, this visual represents the communal space
provides a range of spaces for the inhabitants to sit
and interact. Another interesting part of the space
is the floor cut out, This allows the inhabitants to
engage with what’s happening in the basement floor.

/STRATEGY
//DEFENSIBLE SPACE

/CONCEPT

Additional storage above the
window.

Additional storage above the window.

// CONTROLLING GAZE

ith therapy and other activities to help
y to heal. To correlate with creating a
d a space In the West Smithfield site,
y out daily exercises, meditation and
n help them de-stress and improve

IMAAN ZORAH DAUREEAWOO

journey to heal. To correlate with creating
a distributed home I created a space in the
West Smithfield site, where the women can
carry out daily exercises, meditation and
group activities which can help them destress and improve their mental health.

Controlling gaze to gain privacy into the space
and also control how the inhabitants look out of
the space without being seen. Therefore, concealing to maintain privacy

// GAINING AGENCY

Gaining agency is the idea of allowing the
inhabitants to gain independence by still being
open to interaction with other inhabitants
therefore exposing their confidence

// SAFETY

Additional storage above the window.

Full view onto the street
without being seen

Full view onto the street without being
seen

// Extruded window
Allowing the inhabitants to engage with the public sphere.

Protruded base of the
window to hinder public
looking up seeing the
inhabitants

Full view onto the street without being
seen

// Window seating
This area allows the inhabitants to
look out of the space, whilst also
having a space to sit to read or
have conversation.

Protruded base of the window to hinder
public looking up seeing the inhabitants
Raised seating to allow the inhabitants
to gaze outwards.

Raised seating to allow
the inhabitants to gaze
outwards.

Protruded base of the window to hinder
public looking up seeing the inhabitants
Raised seating to allow the inhabitants
to gaze outwards.

The overall aim of the space to give the inhabitants
the sense of safety within this abode. By feeling
safe they can feel comfortable in their space.

/DEVICES

// EXTRUDED OPENINGS
// BACK ENTRANCES
// SCREENS & VEILS
// RAISED AND LOWERED LEVELS
// PLATFORMS

/KEY IDEA
// The idea of a defensible space for Long Lane, will allow
the women to control their environment and therefore feel
comfortable and safe in their space. This includes the idea
of controlling gaze from the public sphere and/or the male
gaze.

Additional storage above the window.

Additional storage above the
window.

Additional storage above the window.

// Cabinetry and partitions
The presence of cabinetry and
joinery helps maximise the use
of the space and provides extra
storage.

// Change of levels
Within the site the use of steps
and different floor levels allow the
inhabitants to gain privacy within
the space by changing the line of
sight.

Sitting on the floor / changing heights
allows the inhabitant to see more of the
outside with more protection of not
being seen

Sitting on the floor / changing heights
allows the inhabitant to see more of the
outside with more protection of not
being seen

Sitting on the floor / changing
heights allows the inhabitant
to see more of the outside with
more protection of not being
seen
// Curtains
The use of curtains through out
the space aims to provide extra
privacy which the inhabitants
can control what can be seen

// Textured screens
The use of screens within the space
intends to maintain privacy. The
screens allow partial visibility into
the space to indicate that the space
is being used.

Private therapy space

Private therapy booth and waiting area

This visual represents the therapy space. Within
this space there are many components for example
the change of levels to get into the space and the
also access into the extruded windows. To provide
more privacy into the space the use of curtains were
present.

This visual is also representing the therapy space as it is
an essential space of the site. Within this space there is a
therapy booth which also provides extra privacy for those
who need extra support. Additionally, outside of the
therapy space there are seating areas for those who are
waiting for their session.

Selected image for publicity
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Proposal

The main entrance to the building is welcoming and inviting leading to the reception and
waiting area. It is important to create a comfortable environment for the children who
may be anxious. Journey paths into the other areas are clear and simple from reception to
avoid confusion for visiting users, and convinience for staff.

SAMANTHA DAY

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

all types of users involved in the building are
satisfied, this can guarantee that the overall
experience of the space is successful and
can be enjoyed, as well as achieving high
levels of functionality and use of space.

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY:
CHRISTCHURCH CHILDREN’S SHORT
STAY HOSPITAL

High amounts of natural lighting through
the windows of all sides of the building can
increase happiness and create a brighter
space for the users. It is also evident that
natural lighting and views outdoors can
speed up the patients’ healing process.
With the circulation plan around the central
courtyard, way finding is simple for the
users, decreasing stress.

Due to there being a smaller amount of
children’s hospitals in comparison to general
hospitals, and the increase in the need
for short stay treatment rather than long
stay hospitals, there is demand for a new
children’s healthcare facility in the Dorset
area. Generally, the experience for a child
going into hospital can be extremely scary,
as well as the experience for their parents
or guardians too.
The mental and physical health of the child
in hospital has become more considered over
the decades, and I would like to particularly
focus on these aspects in my design and the
impact of sensory design.
To achieve these aims and outcomes my
design has an effective circulation space,
leading from the reception, acting as a
central hub, to the other areas of the
building. The entrance is welcoming, with
the use of smoothly shaped furniture and
neutral tones and colours, inspired by the
EHK Children’s Hospital.
This targets the typically anxiety inducing
aspects of hospitals that use bright lighting
and white surfaces. Through ensuring that

Additionally, having separate consultation,
treatment and overnight recovery areas
from slighter louder, more communal areas
like the café can increase calmness and the
well-being of the patients, creating a less
daunting experience.

The use of technology and its involvement
in the sensory room in my design creates
and encourages more brain stimulation
and the sensory courtyard encourages
user interaction and activity, both having
evidence to show that recovery time
is shortened, and user experiences are
heightened.

SAMANTHA DAY

Overall, my project aims to provide a
calm atmosphere with good quality care
specialising in the encouragement and use of
the senses to improve recovery and the wellFocusing on the patients well-being and experience of the users, the use of technology
can
improve of
the calming
effects on patients
and visitors, such as the use of Human
being
all users
involved.
Centric Lighting to mimic natural lighting and playing white noise to reduce the
The staff area has its own side entrance for easy access, as well as a services entrance
hidden from the visitors view on the west of the building.
The consultation, treatment and surgery rooms, wards and overnight recovery rooms
and positioned away from the main communal areas for privacy and a more calming
environment.

common anxiety enducing factors of hospitals. Personal control systems also allow
patients to have more control over their surroundings in recovery rooms.

Advancing smart technology is also
included using patient control systems.
This allows the children to have control
over their environment to make them more
comfortable. Human centric lighting and the
use of white noise also can hugely impact
the atmosphere and calming experience for
children and visitors.
These solutions have high value in improving
the reputation of hospitals; they can be
enjoyed as an activity day.

Samantha Day

3

Site Location

The Children’s Hospital is a new build on
the Christchurch Hosiptal site, located off
Fairmile Road, Christchurch, Dorset, in a
saturated housing area.

Features of the site
include a 15 minute
walk from the
Christchurch Train
Station, with many
nearby bus stops and
paths with easy access
to the site.
The site includes many
other medical facilities
and is near to schools,
green spaces, shops and
facilities such as the fire
station.
Samantha Day
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COLIN ELKINGTON
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

GROVE GARDENS

‘Grove Gardens’ is an assisted-living
dementia care facility for 8-12 residents
with mid-stage dementia. Individuals with
mid-stage commonly experience major
memory deficiencies and require assistance
to complete daily living activities.

and providing sufficient breakout spaces and
rest areas. Each pathway of the route leads
to an outdoor view, seating area or life-skill
station – the uniqueness of each helping
wayfinding and orientation by acting as
landmarks.

This facility provides the support they would
be unable to receive at home, whilst striving
to maintain quality of life and daily routines
whenever possible.

Staff areas are positioned on the first floor,
minimising unauthorised access and offering
passive observation of ground floor spaces
below.

Lying within Newcastle’s ‘Campus for Ageing
& Vitality’, the site is well connected to
the city centre just one mile away. It is
surrounded by a local community, with
dense residential areas to the north and
east. Several schools are within walking
distance.

Residential ‘clusters’ each accommodate
four residents in four bedroom ‘pods’,
allowing social relationships to develop in
less institutional group sizes, and allowing
resident allocation depending on age,
gender, personality types or severity of
dementia, if necessary.

The project’s concepts and drivers stem
from potential solutions to current
issues with healthcare & assisted-living
institutions. For example, a perceived lack
of connection to outdoor environments and
the extensive research available about the
health benefits associated with nature, led
to the project’s central theme – blurring the
boundaries between interior and exterior
environments.

Clusters provide a more homely setting,
and create opportunities for occupational
therapy. Two staff members attend at all
times, ensuring safety and aiming to diffuse
the disconnect often occurring between staff
and residents in institutional settings.

In response to wind analysis using ENVImet, the main entrance is located on
the protected east side, and a series of
courtyards provide protected outdoor
space - the number of which aim to create
a symbiosis between indoor and outdoor
environments. A change in building height
from south to north, together with careful
roofscape manipulation, ensure adequate
sunlight availability in all key spaces.
A circular and continuous ‘wandering route’
responds to the tendency for dementia
sufferers to wander – free from dead ends,
ensuring extensive passive observation,
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associated with the elderly and sick. An
adjoining winter garden extends the venues
available space and connects the interior to
a natural and sensory environment.
Glulam portal frames and CLT panels offer
spatial flexibility, and the clean lines and
open spaces create a bright and legible
atmosphere. The use of timber throughout
creates a harmony between internal and
external environments, and the texture of
timber finishes offers a sensory and organic
setting for residents to spend time in.

Each pod’s roof slope and glazing
positionings ensure each bedroom receives
daylight from multiple directions regardless
of room orientation, tapping into the
residents’ circadian rhythm. The pod’s
distinct outer form also gives it a visual
distinction from the rest of the facility
building, promoting a sense of identification
and ownership for residents that is often
lacking in institutional settings.
Members of the public are brought onto site
due to the ‘Community Learning Centre’.
Here, dementia residents can be involved
with various educational sessions; such
as assisting childrens’ ‘learning to read’
programmes.
These opportunities provide cognitive
stimulation, accommodate intergenerational
engagement, and alleviate stigmas often
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JORDAN JAMES FISH

NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

THE GARTH: 16-25 HOMELESS
HOUSING

PROPOSED BRIEF

INTRODUCTION
This document has been prepared to
support the ‘Architects for Health’ design
competition.
The existing site is located in the East end of
Sunderland behind the glitz of the riverside
development. Currently used as a social
club, the existing site was initially erected
in the 1970s; however, it has transcended
into a dilapidated plot of land since.
This proposal seeks to redevelop the site by
demolishing the existing Cheers Social club
and changing the typology into housing.
HIGHLIGHTING THE PROBLEM
The proposal will focus on the 16-25
homeless. A minority of society that is often
forgotten about due to the general stigma
that it is the homeless person’s fault. As a
result, the help and support the growing
numbers need, is ignored creating a problem
in England.
It is even more evident in Sunderland,
one of the poorest working-class cities in
England. Sunderland has a growing problem
with more people aged 16-25 becoming
homeless every year therefore support is
paramount.

The proposal will help the homeless move
beyond homelessness, with access to
opportunities that better their futures.
The majority are homeless through drug or
alcohol addiction; removing them from the
context that fed that addiction is vitally
important.

On the ﬂoors with accommodation,
communal kitchens and terraces surrounded
by a courtyard encourage interaction
between the homeless.

To achieve this, a drop-in service oﬀering
counselling will be available for 16-25
homeless individuals; here, they can
access support and advice in a nurturing
environment to aid in any potential mental
health struggles. To support physical health,
facilities will be provided through a drop-in
Built Form
gym with accompanying showering facilities
Old Riverside
located
to the south of the ground ﬂoor.
Maritime Heritage
Roseline Building
Integration
is proposed through several
Quayside Exchange
Bonded Warehouse
socialising
facilities located throughout The
The proposed site is located
Garth.
within
the Old Sunderland

In addition, the homeless will use the ‘SIPS’
and ‘POD’ construction sheets in an oﬀsite
factory. During the on-site construction
process, the homeless will begin to use the
‘HYEM’ step by step diagram sheet alongside
the contractors.
Utilising these construction sheets, the
homeless will learn skills to obtain a
GNVQ. These skills will provide them
with job opportunities
a career that is
Grade IIin
Listed
experiencing a skill shortage nationally.
Through the various steps, the 16-25 who
were once homeless will create their own
accommodation. Grade II Listed
Sunderland Maritime Heritage

4

Riverside Conservation Area.

On the Ground ﬂoor, social spaces with a
living area and pool table create interaction.
The cafe provides space for the homeless
and the general public of Sunderland to
interact,
jobs and work experience
The
industrial past is creating
referenced
in the proposals built form.
for the homeless.
The area’s industrial heritage
is conveyed through the
architecture; various typologies
are long in form, with pitched
roofs referencing the industrial
past using a broad palette of
sheet metal and brick.

Grade II Listed

Existing Form Found In ‘Old Riverside Sunderland’
Arrival From City Centre
1. Polycarbonate panels create
saw tooth roof, expressing
the industrial past of the area.
The panels allow light to pass
through, creating a beacon in
the skyline.

Just last year, 477 16-25 homeless
approached Sunderland’s local authority
requesting help. Unfortunately, only 10
people (2%) were accepted as statutorily
homeless and owed support, with 196 (41%)
not supported into housing.
This scheme will aim to provide
rehabilitation through:

1

2
3

4
5

6

8

7

•
•
•
•
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Accommodation
Education
Integrating
Support
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At the same time, retail space provides the
opportunity for the homeless to set up their
own pop-up business, promoting creativity
and independence.
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2. Colour coated steel sheet
reflects the surrounding
materials of the Old Riverside
conservation area.
3. Extruded form showcases
the structure of the
accommodation, making the
construction an element of the
visual design
4. Terraced area provides views
of the River Tyne and local area.
5. Dark brick on the ground
floor juxtaposes the red brick of
the surrounding area.
6. Extruded bold white text
creates a modern aesthetic
for the Garth. Creating a
recognisable artefact.
7. Glazing along the ground
floor provides views into the
retail and community spaces,
inviting the community in.
8. Public realm is created
outside the drop-in area with a
sheltered external space.
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CAITLIN FLETCHER

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

THE MACMILLAN UNIT DEMENTIA
CARE HOME
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CATERINA FRISONE

OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY
PhD, Faculty of Technology, Design
and Environment

THE THERAPEUTIC POWER OF
MAGGIES CENTRES

1 Charles Jencks and Edwin Heathcote, The
Architecture of Hope: Maggie’s cancer caring
centres (London: Frances Lincoln, 2010), 11.
2 Charles Jencks, The Architecture of Hope:
Maggie’s cancer caring centres (London: Frances
Lincoln, 2015), 7.
3 s.n. (2011a). Maggie’s Architectural Brief
[online]. Available at: https://maggiesstaging.s3.amazonaws.com/media/filer_public/
e0/3e/e03e8b60-ecc7-4ec7-95a1-18d9f9c4e7c9/
maggies_architecturalbrief_2015.pdf (accessed
3 May 2021).
4 Jencks, The Architecture of Hope, 7.
5 Ibid., 29.
6 (Interview with Page & Park, Glasgow, October
1, 2018).
Move-along no.1, Maggie’ Dundee, October 2019.
8 Interview with Ivan Harbour (Rogers, Stirk
Harbour + Partners), July 2018.
9 Semi-structured interview_Centre Head_Barts,
December 2019.
10 Interview with Laura Lee and Marcia Blakenham, May 2019.
11 Definition of ‘Aura’. Available at: https://
www.lexico.com/definition/aura Accessed 15
Jan 2021.
12 Focus group_Dundee 2019.
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ABSTRACT

THE MAGGIE’S CENTRE

The Maggie’s Cancer Care Centre, founded by
Maggie and Charles Jencks after Maggie’s death
from cancer in 1995, is a unique healthcare.
Anti-institutional, with a domestic feel and
hybrid nature, it provides free practical and
psychological support in the UK and elsewhere.
With a sophisticated architecture as an inherent
part of the programme, combined with Maggie’s
psychological support based on the motto
“empower the patient”, this special health
facility allows therapeutic effects in people
with cancer to the point that we can speak of
the “therapeutic power of Maggie’s Centre”.
Although it has been extensively analysed
since its inception in 1996, the results of my
PhD research have revealed new, unpublished
concepts.

The Maggie’s Centre was co-founded in
1995, by Maggie Keswick and Charles Jencks,
writers and designers, after a long battle
with Maggie’s breast cancer, as a reaction to
the institutional deficiencies of the NHS in
placing cancer patients in dark basements
with plastic chairs and neon lights1. The idea
started modestly in 1994, when Maggie and
Charles thought of converting a room at the
end of a hospital corridor in Edinburgh into a
small haven for cancer patients “with a view
onto nature, where one could sit peacefully
between treatments”2. In order to instruct the
architect to design her centre, Maggie wrote
the Architectural Brief3 that, unlike any other
building program, describes emotions and nontechnical requirements. A fundamental request
of the programme is the sophisticated and
friendly architecture and in order to include
all her possible ideas, the building takes a
hybrid nature. “Each centre is like a house
that is not a home, an existentialist church
that is not denominational, a hospital that is
a non-institution, and a place of art that is a
non-museum”4.

Building on the growing recognition that
architecture is a form of care, over 25 years
Maggie’s organisation has delivered an increasing
number of centres always located in the hospital
ground. The already relatively long existing
literature on these non-clinical healthcare
facilities refers to the current 25 buildings as
therapeutic environments, debating whether
or not architects have sufficient knowledge of
healing architecture in their design practice.
Maggie’s CEO, however, disregards the fact that
when she commissions an architect, she asks
them to design a “therapeutic environment” as
she believes it would be presumptuous to think
the organisation could “heal” cancer patients.
However, just commissioning a “normal” building
devoid of any signs of “sanitary” architecture,
is what allows people not to feel patient, but
rather experience feelings of encouragement,
value and action so they can find ways to tolerate
what used to be intolerable to them. By becoming
the expression of an actual condition of the
building, the psychological impact generated by
an empowering architecture in synergy with the
presence of people allows a flexible state of mind
in its users to ultimately constitute a therapeutic
environment.
Keywords: Maggie’s Centre, architecture of care,
therapeutic environment, architectural brief,
flexibility, enigma, hybrid.

Architects - Knowledge of healing architecture
After that Richard Murphy completed the
first Maggie’s Centre in 1996, other wellknown designers were called to interpret the
Architectural Brief. In 2003, Frank Gehry’s
name and fame opened the door to charity and
received a lot of media publicity. Although,
the organisation did not aim to commission
celebrity architects, it turned out that by
calling famous architects to collaborate the
architectural quality was more effective in
affecting people’s wellbeing and, for the
charity, in receiving more attention5.
During interviews with 12 of the 20 Maggie’s
Architects, which aimed to find out how and
to what extent the architects applied the
Architectural Brief in their design, none of
them claimed to have scientific knowledge of
healing environments.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

“I struggle with the idea of
scientific evidence. If we had
waited for scientific knowledge,
nothing would have happened”6.
MAGGIE’S CLIENT AND PROGRAMME
During the interviews with the Client-experts,
CEO Laura Lee and Marcia Blakenham said:
“We never say to the architect ‘we want you to
create a healing environment’ at all, because
that would be awful and assumptive that you
need to be healed and we are going to heal
you in this environment”. However, they ask
the architect to create “feelings” and this is
only possible if they leave professionals free to
think for themselves.
THE ENIGMA OF THE OBVIOUS
Maggie’s visitors have full freedom of choice,
action, and speech. As Laura Lee says of the
‘non-therapeutic’ space, one of the things that
architecture has been able to offer at Maggie’s
is to provide the opposite things that cancer
patients in the hospital setting often talk
about, to feel helpless and hopeless, feeling
lonely and isolated and feeling out of control.
The building is designed to make people
feel responsible by telling them that “this is
their place”, a unique way of helping people
connect with each other.
FREEDOM
When they cross the threshold, people with
cancer can decide whether or not to accept
the help of the staff. Within a space that instils
safety, normality and control, visitors are
able to face the change process at their own
pace. Unregistered, visitors are free to act
“as if they were at home”7: they can access
any part of the building, participate or not
participate in group activities, decide to be
alone in a corner without talking to anyone,
or stay in the company of other visitors. Given
its hybrid nature, everyone is free to consider
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the Maggie’s Centre as they wish: a ‘home
away from home’, a spiritual place, a place to
receive psychological, practical, or lifestyle
support, a pleasant place where they can meet
new friends. and laugh or cry together with
them. By doing the opposite of the obvious,
allowing people to choose, to move freely,
and open up without hesitation, Maggie’s
strategically offers freedom and gives people a
sense of identity and belonging to that place as
well as a strong sense of value.
FLEXIBILITY
The flexibility of the physical space coincides
with that of the support programme offered by
Maggie’s. To satisfy all the activities foreseen
in the programme, during the day the staff
constantly move the furniture and the space
adapts to the new provisions to allow for a
different use each time.
By offering flexibility and versatility, Maggie’s
buildings urge people to adapt easily and thus
become more flexible as well. The flexibility of
the space also lies in the fact that the building
has no secrets, and nothing hidden happens
behind the doors which, instead of closing,
slide or rotate because, in this way, they can
always “be left a little open”8. Thanks to the
way the building is designed, many confidential
conversations can take place comfortably in
the same room and people feel comfortable
that what they say will remain within Maggie’s.
By doing the opposite of the obvious, which is
that the building is versatile, and the staff is
always available, this strategic flexibility earns
the trust of people who become willing to
share experiences and emotions.
NORMALITY
At the basis of everything, there is the
invitation to normality, that is, to no longer
feel like a patient in a hospital, to feel like
a normal person instead. When they enter
the hospital as people who are sick, they are
patients and behave accordingly. Moreover,
given the new vulnerable condition, the family
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very often sees the person with cancer as
someone who is no longer ‘normal’. When
they arrive at Maggie’s, people stop acting
like patients and suddenly go back to normal.
This happens because both the staff and the
building remind them who they are9. This
practice of ‘normalisation’ is evident in several
aspects of Maggie’s programme: from sitting in
isolation to reading a book, just like at home,
to sharing touching stories around the kitchen
table, participating in physical activities that
for people with cancer are sometimes difficult,
a challenge to being able to feel normal. By
doing the opposite of the obvious, that is, by
treating people not as though they were sick,
but encouraging them to behave normally,
this strategic normality practiced in a normal
environment helps people cancer feel normal
again.
The technique of the opposite of the obvious
can be found in psychology under the name
of Reverse Psychology. This strategy is used to
get people to do or say something by telling
them the opposite of what you want them
to achieve. In today’s healthcare, freedom,
flexibility, and normality certainly do not
characterise a therapeutic environment; on the
contrary, since all of these characteristics are
inherent to Maggie’s, users claim to experience
beneficial effects typical of a therapeutic
environment.
Whether or not intentionally, with her intuition
to declare that the Maggie’s Centre is not a
therapeutic environment, leaving openness
and freedom to any interpretation, Laura Lee
applies one of the most effective persuasion
techniques and cognitive modalities. In
phenomenology, intuition is considered
a knowledge methodology that involves
openness, questioning, and taking nothing for
granted.
In fact, one cannot speak of a true reality and
a false one, it is simply a matter of comparing
two points of view, two perspectives.

Starting from this assumption, obviousness
cannot be taken for granted and the obvious
can therefore be enigmatic. This way of
looking at the world undermines what we have
always been used to (Armezzani, 2019).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The paradoxical ‘non-therapeutic/therapeutic’
condition generates therapeutic effects
precisely because it is defined as nontherapeutic. Referring to the concepts of
‘freedom’, ‘flexibility’ and ‘normality’,
Maggie’s is the catalyst that makes people
react to being inclined to a new condition of
life and, as such, can be overhauled and reset.
The claim of the absence its therapeutic
signs, in addition to being rightly invoked by
Laura Lee, on the grounds that there is no
scientific evidence that the Maggie’s Centre is
a therapeutic environment, is part of wellcalibrated tactics implemented simply by not
placing “expectations on how people entering
the door should feel”10, and not cataloguing
the organisation as a healing environment.
However, the declaration of absence does not
necessarily mean non-presence.

CATERINA FRISONE
Understood as a psychological state, being
therapeutic or non-therapeutic is not a
condition that has recognisable signs in
space, but rather a subjective condition and,
therefore, only in the presence of people can
this property be attributed to the environment.
As in a ‘fluid dance’, within Maggie’s
therapeutic environment, people’s minds flex
like reeds moved by the wind. In architecture
this feeling of mental flexibility is described
with the concept of ‘aura’. The Aura, a nymph
from Greek mythology that means ‘breeze of
wind’, transmits the impact of a person, thing,
or place from a distance11.
Within healthcare, as an extreme opposite of
the static and passive condition of the cancerpatient within the hospital, Maggie’s stands
out for its exceptional architecture and warm
and uplifting atmosphere making people feel
flexible, in control and empowered and that’s
why the person with cancer will say: “Maggie’s
doesn’t feel like a hospital, and I don’t feel
like a patient”12
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S t r i p p i n g b a c k m a t e r i a l i t y t o o n e t e x t u re d
c a rd , I e x p l o re d t h e e ff e c t s t h a t t h e
o v e ra l l h u t s h a p e h a d ; w a s i t s t i l l l i ke a b l e
w i t h o u t i t ’s d e t a i l s ?

A s y m m e t r i c a l Ro o f

C u r v e d Ro o f

A n a s y m m e t r i c a l i m p re s s i o n o f t h e h u t s h a p e ; t h i s
f o l l o w e d a m o re c o n t e m p o ra r y a p p ro a c h . I t w o u l d
g i v e g re a t d i re c t i o n a l l i g h t i f p l a c e d s t a t i s t i c a l l y,
h o w e v e r, a s t h e s h a p e i s v e r y s p e c i f i c , w h e n p l a c e d
side by side, the uniform feeling is missing.

Th i s s h a p e o ff e re d g re a t , u n i f o r m , s ky l i g h t f ro m
e v e r y d i re c t i o n . Th o u g h , i n t h i s c a s e , t h e c u r v e d
s h a p e d i d n ’ t s p i ke t h e s a m e l e v e l o f i n t e re s t t h u s
m a k i n g i t l e s s d e s i ra b l e .

B e a c h H u t s - E x t e r i o r Fo r m

B e a c h H u t s a re q u i n t e s s e n t i a l l y B r i t i s h , t h e y ’ re f o u n d
along some of England most loved beaches, such as
B o u r n e m o u t h a n d S o u t h w o l d . Th e y ’ re t h i n g s n o t m a n y
t o u r i s t s g e t t o e x p e r i e n c e ; w h y n o t t a ke b e a c h h u t s t o a
n e w re a l m a n d p l o t t h e m i n t o t h e m i d d l e o f t h e c i t y ?

Individuality

Fa m i l i a r i t y

Ownership

Co m m u n i t y

Th e s e s m a l l
s p a c e s a re o ft e n
p a s t d o w n t h ro u g h
g e n e rat i o n s a n d ,
despite their size,
can sell for over
£70,000.

XAL Interchangeable Light System

Th e h u t s i z e i s a
c o n s t ra i n t , h o w e v e r,
i t c re a t e s a d e s i ra b l e
c o m f o rt t h a t h a d n ’ t
t ra n s l a t e d i n t h e
a l t e r n a t i v e s h a p e s . Th e
p o rc h w a s a l s o f o u n d t o
b e a n i m p o rt a n t f e a t u re
that will be carried
t h ro u g h t o t h e f i n a l
design.

Estimated to
be 20,000
h u t s a c ro s s
the UK

Solar Powered Skylight with
Ventilation Feature
Motor Powered Blackout Blind

Beach huts have a very familiar
s h a p e ; a l o t o f u s re m e m b e r
t h e m f ro m o u r c h i l d h o o d s ,
t h e y ’ re a l m o s t l i ke l i tt l e h o u s e s .
With them comes lot of charm
a n d a g re a t l i ke a b i l i t y ; a p o s i t i v e
addition to most places.

I have chosen to develop
this shape into selfsustained homes for people
w i t h a b a c k g ro u n d i n t h e
a r m e d f o rc e s ; f o c u s i n g o n
t h e m e n t a l h e a l t h p ro b l e m s
s u c h a s P T S D. Th e a i m
i s t o c re at e a p l a c e t h a t
e n c o u ra g e s a s e n s e c o m f o rt
a n d re l a x a t i o n .

Th e s e H u t s a re s m a l l , ( w h i c h
homeless shelters need to be),
y e t c re at e a s e n s e o f b e l o n g i n g ,
o w n e r s h i p a n d c o m m u n i t y.

+

+

VP1

Tiled False Ceiling

Continuous Solid Wood Flooring to
Exterior. Treated with Anti-Slip Satin
Matt Decking Oil.

Why a Beach Hut?

VP3

Large Inset Chrome Shower Head Creating a Feeling of Rainfall
Solid Hardwood Flooring
Suitable For Sanding and Refinishing

Re n d e re d Re f l e c t e d Ce i l i n g P l a n

Recessed XAL ‘MOVE IT’
Interchangeable Light System

Rough Concrete Roof Tiles

E x p l o r i n g E x t e r i o r Re n d e r s
E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n o n p o s s i b l e e x t e r i o r re n d e r i n g
w i t h t h e w o o d f o r m a t i o n . Co m b i n i n g b o t h w o o d a n d
fabric making techniques together to come up with
a n e x t e r n a l m a t e r i a l t h a t c o u l d f e e l f a m i l i a r. Th i s
w a s d o n e b y w e a v i n g s t r i p s o f p a p e r t o g e t h e r. Th i s
i d e a c o u l d u s e t h e c o tt o n t w i l l p att e r n t h a t i s u s e d
i n a r m y g e a r. H o w e v e r, i t d i d n ’ t h a v e t h e i m p a c t
i m a g i n e d a n d c o u l d b e e x t re m e l y e x p e n s i v e t o
c re a t e , s o d e c i d e d a g a i n s t t h i s d e t a i l ; t h e o r i g i n a l
‘ t o n g u e a n d g ro o v e ’ e x t e r i o r c re at e s a s i m i l a r e ff e c t .

Wall Insulation

S l a n t e d Ro o f

Pitched Roof

VP4

Tra d i t i o n a l S h a p e

A n e x t re m e s l a n t e d ro o f d i d n ’ t h a v e a n y c a l m i n g
f e a t u re s a n d , a g a i n , s e e m e d v e r y s p e c i f i c . H o w e v e r,
I d i d e n j o y t h e d i re c t i o n a l l i g h t i n g m o o d i t c re a t e d .

Th e f i n a l s h a p e w a s t h e t ra d i t i o n a l ‘ h u t ’. W i t h t h i s ,
I s c u l p t e d f i n e d e t a i l s t o f u rt h e r s t u d y i t s f o r m . Th e
m o s t i m p o rt a n t f e a t u re s t o i t w a s t h e p o rc h - a n
i n s i d e / o u t s i d e s p a c e - a n a re a o f p ro t e c t i o n ( i n s i d e )
with an element of social (outside).

Double Glazing
Wall Void for Insetting Bed and
Green Wall

Sloped Roof

Re n d e re d F l o o r P l a n

Re n d e re d Ro o f P l a n

Th i s ‘ S p a c e f o r O n e ’ w a s d e s i g n e d t o
i s o l at e d f ro m t h e re s t o f t h e H o m e . I t
a p l a c e w h e re t h e Ve t e ra n s c a n s p e n
t i m e re a d i n g , m e d i t at i n g a n d e x p l o r i
their own thoughts; a space to find
content.

S i tt i n g I n t h e A r m c h a i r
Pa n o ra m i c Vi e w

Vi e w p o i n t 2

HOMELESS SHELTER | FINAL VISUALS - KITCHEN & STORAGE

COMMUNITY SPACE | FINAL VISUALS - IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS

VP5

B e h i n d t h e A r m c h a i r t h e re i s ro o m f o
p e r s o n a l i s at i o n ; h o w e v e r, t h e s p a c e
w i l l i n i t i a l l y b e p a i re d w i t h i m a g e s o f
Ve g e t a t i o n a n d o rg a n i c s h a p e d d e c o
O n c e s i tt i n g d o w n , t h e s e d i s t ra c t i o n s
will be behind them - Allowing them
to focus on the view ahead: their
s e l f p l a n t e d v e g e t at i o n a n d w o o d e n
c l a d d i n g . Th e c o n c e p t w a s t o c re at e
v a l u e o f o u t s i d e w h i l s t ke e p i n g p r i v a

6

1

COMMUNITY SPACE | PROPOSED LOCATION & SPATIAL ADJACENCIES

The focused importance of this project is to
find understanding of any issues they might
be facing in their lives such as mental health
and social anxiety, and ensure these needs
are catered for; there cannot be anything
too overwhelming.

2
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VP6

COMMUNITY SPACE | FINAL VISUALS

Laundry Room

Y

WA

RCH

CHU

The students based the project in Euston station,
as Network Rail offered us this as a site. It has
been difficult this year to survey because of the
lockdown and we really have very little idea
where many of the HS2 buildings will be sited. So
please take the location as purely hypothetical.
Providence Row were super pleased with the
outcomes they saw the other day, I am really
pleased with the students' efforts this year.

Grass Mound
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Mindful Outdoors
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Adjacent Green
Residential Homes
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Exterior
Pa n o ra m i c Vi e w

Residents Walkway
Site Plan
Key Features Explained Residential Homes
Th i s a r ra n g e m e n t o ff e r s a t o t a l o f 1 3 Re s i d e n t i a l H o m e s f o r
h o m e l e s s Ve t e ra n s . A l l o f t h e s e o f w h i c h a re i d e n t i c a l w i t h
the exception of the occupants personal additions. All of
t h e s e a re a c c e s s i b l e t h o ro u g h f ro n t a n d b a c k e n t r y.

Laundry Room
Th e l o c at i o n o f t h e l a u n d r y ro o m i s n e a re s t t h e o p e n s t re e t
a n d c a n b e a c c e s s e d f ro m b o t h t h e b a c k a n d f ro n t .

Residents Walkway
Th i s u n i q u e f e at u re s o ff e r s t h e o c c u p a n t s t o a c c e s s t h e i r
p ro p e rt i e s f ro m a b a c k e n t r y p o i n t . Th i s a l l o w s t h e m t o a v o i d
s o c i a l i n t e ra c t i o n s t h at c o u l d b e o v e r w h e l m i n g f o r t h e m . Th i s
a l s o a l l o w s t h e m t o p r i v at e l y g o t o t h e l a u n d r y ro o m w i t h o u t
g o i n g i n t o a p u b l i c a re a .

A fH
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We held lectures with our own social science
lecturers to go over the laws, stats etc and
Providence Row came in to advise on the wide
range of narratives that they dealt with on a daily
basis.

British Beach huts
o r i g i n at e d f ro m ‘ b a t h i n g
m a c h i n e s ’ i n G e o rg i a n
t i m e s , t h e s e w e re v i rt u a l l y
beach huts on wheels.
Th e s e w e re t o w e d i n t o t h e
w at e r f o r p e o p l e t o c h a n g e
i n w i t h p r i v a c y. Co u n c i l s
then made the decision
t o m a ke t h e s e p e r m a n e n t
positioned them along
m o s t s e a f ro n t s .

pl

This year the students were asked to join a
homeless shelter project. The students were
asked to design the shelters, this work that would
act as research for the architects to carry on.

4
2

1:50
Scaled
Models

Wa i t i n g
lists of up
to 10 years

My focus for this project is to frstly fnd
a connection between the homeless and
Euston station; it’s important that they
have that correlation so that they both
immediately sense a link and don’t feel
out of place. Then, I will research the
occupant’s backgrounds to find warming and
familiar features of their past in search to
form designs that are familiar, comfortable,
and accommodating.

3

HOMELESS SHELTER | FINAL VISUALS - SPACE FOR ONE
1

S t a n d i n g a l o n e , t h i s s h a p e c re a t e d
i n t e re s t , h o w e v e r, w h e n i n a s t r i p o f
multiple it formed a neighbourhood; a
f e e l i n g t h e re c t a n g l e d i d n ’ t c re a t e . Th e
re c t a n g u l a r c u b o i d f e l t m o re c o m m e rc i a l
and dull.

MY GOAL

TUTOR’S NOTE:

HOMELESS SHELTER | RENDERED PLANS

Ex

BUILDING HOMELESS SHELTERS

MICHAEL GARNER

HOMELESS SHELTER | CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT - THE FORM

This project has asked to create homeless
shelters; providing a space that will better
their lives and to help them on their path of
reintegrating back into society. The decided
site is Euston Station, we have additionally
been asked to consider this in relation to
the clients needs and promote a positive
engagement between the commuters and
the shelter’s occupants.

Re l a x a t i o n

LONDON METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Interior Design

THE BRIEF

Independence

MICHAEL GARNER

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

Curvy Path

Mindful Outdoors

Th e c u r v e d p at h c re at e s a m o re o rg a n i c f e e l i n g w h i l s t
e v o k i n g a f e e l i n g o f e x p l o ra t i o n a n d re l a x at i o n . Th e s i n g l e
l o o p e n c o u ra g e s p e o p l e t o g o a ro u n d m u l t i p l e t i m e s .

Grass Mound
I n t h e c e n t re o f t h e c u l - d e - s a c , t h e re i s a l a rg e m o u n d w i t h
v a r i o u s n at u ra l s h r u b s a n d s m a l l t re e s ; h a v i n g t h i s h e re
n o t o n l y s u p p l i e s m o re v i s u a l i n t e re s t b u t e n c o u ra g e s t h e
re s i d e n t s t o w a l k a ro u n d t h e p at h t o t h e i r re s i d e n c e a s
o p p o s e t o w a l k i n g s t ra i g h t o v e r. Th i s f u rt h e r e n c o u ra g e s
i n t e ra c t i o n b e t w e e n n e i g h b o u r s .

Grass
Th e g ra s s s u r ro u n d i n g t h e p at h re d u c e s t h e a m o u n t o f h a rd
s u r f a c e s a n d c re at e s a f re s h e r, m o re n at u ra l v i e w f ro m w i t h i n
side the houses.

‘Mindful Outdoors’ is in one of the corners of the
c o m m u n i t y ; i t o ff e r s t h e re s i d e n t s a n d t h e p u b l i c a p l a c e t o
g o a n d s i t t o t h i n k t h i n g s o v e r. Th e s p o t h o l d s a s m a l l p o n d
a n d v a r i o u s t re e s .

Vi e w p o i n t 1

Adjacent Green
Th i s g re e n a re a p ro v i d e s t h e re s i d e n t s w i t h a l e s s e x p o s e d
g a rd e n t o u s e f o r e n t e rt a i n m e n t , y o g a a n d w o r k i n g o u t .

VP2

Vi e w s o f t h e ‘ H u t s ’ i m m e d i a t e
s u r ro u n d i n g s . To f i n d t h e h u t ’s l o c a t i o n s
t h e re i s a n e m b l e m a n d n u m b e r a b o v e
each door; this was constructed using
e l e m e n t s o f a l l t h re e a r m e d f o rc e
d i v i s i o n s . S h o w i n g g rat i t u d e f o r t h o s e
within.

VP7

A t t h e b a c k o f t h e h u t t h e re i s a p a s s
t h ro u g h s t ra i g h t o n t o t h e s t re e t o r t o
t h e l a u n d r y ro o m . H e re y o u w i l l f i n d a
m o re s i m p l i f i e d n u m b e r i n g s y s t e m f o r
t h i s a re a a n d g re e n d o o r s t o p ro v i d e
b e tt e r i n d i c a t i o n . Fo r e ff i c i e n c y, a n d
p ro m o t i o n o f p h y s i c a l a c t i v i t i e s , i n t h i s
a re a , t h e re i s a l s o a s e c u re p l a c e t o
a tt a c h b i ke s o u t s i d e t h e e a c h re s i d e n c e .

Access to Residents Walkway
Th i s u n i q u e f e at u re s o ff e r s t h e o c c u p a n t s t o a c c e s s t h e i r
p ro p e rt i e s f ro m a b a c k e n t r y p o i n t . Th i s a l l o w s t h e m t o a v o i d
s o c i a l i n t e ra c t i o n s t h at c o u l d b e o v e r w h e l m i n g f o r t h e m . Th i s
a l s o a l l o w s t h e m t o p r i v at e l y g o t o t h e l a u n d r y ro o m w i t h o u t
g o i n g i n t o a p u b l i c a re a .

Student Design Awards 2021

Standing At Kitchen
Pa n o ra m i c Vi e w
Th e s t r u c t u re s d e s i g n e d w i t h i n
t h i s p ro j e c t h a v e b e e n t h o ro u g h l y
s t u d i e d t o, n o t o n l y p ro v i d e
homes for the homeless but to
h e l p o v e rc o m e t h e i s s u e s t h e y ’ re
f a c i n g b e y o n d t h i s . To s i m p l y b e
g i v e n h o m e i s t a k i n g t h e m f ro m
o n e e x t re m e t o t h e n e x t ; i n j e c t i n g
f a m i l i a r p ro p e rt i e s , p ro v i d i n g
purpose and giving them choices
c a n i m p ro v e t h e i r m e n t a l h e a l t h ,
e n c o u ra g e t h e m t o b e c o m e m o re
i n t e ra c t i v e a n d u l t i m a t e l y f i n d
t h e i r w a y b a c k i n t o s o c i e t y.

VP8
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PAULA GOEBEL

LONDON METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Interior Design

THE HARMONY VILLAGE

TUTOR’S NOTE:
This year the students were asked to join a
homeless shelter project. The students were
asked to design the shelters, this work that would
act as research for the architects to carry on.
We held lectures with our own social science
lecturers to go over the laws, stats etc and
Providence Row came in to advise on the wide
range of narratives that they dealt with on a daily
basis.
The students based the project in Euston station,
as Network Rail offered us this as a site. It has
been difficult this year to survey because of the
lockdown and we really have very little idea
where many of the HS2 buildings will be sited. So
please take the location as purely hypothetical.
Providence Row were super pleased with the
outcomes they saw the other day, I am really
pleased with the students' efforts this year.

The Harmony Village focus on homeless
women between 25 to 60 years old across
the streets of London who suﬀer from
poor health and abuse. The village will be
placed next to Euston Station to oﬀer a
good connection to transport services and
shops including charity organisations and
supermarkets.
Due to the mental and physical issues a
homeless woman is facing daily while living
on the streets, the village is designed to
oﬀer support, safety and security.
A therapist and medical care centre will
give those women support to get the help
they need to step out and enter a new life.
This process of rehabilitation focuses on the
mental and physical wellbeing of the women
and oﬀers a temporary home with bespoke
furniture.
The Harmony programme provides
temporary accommodations of two years
to fully reintegrate the resident back into
social life. This period can be extended
when the residents need more support
and time. The concept of the village is to
establish a community that will support the
residents process of rehabilitation.

help the resident to develop new structures
and routines while entering a new life.
Bespoke windows and skylights will open
the space and create much daylight while
keeping the residents privacy. The window
shutters outside the kitchen window and
terrace will help create even more privacy
and security inside the pod.
The interior is designed to suit the residents
needs & wants; A bed placed in the corner
of the bedroom to feel save, a wardrobe to
store personal belongings, a bathroom for
developing new routines and a kitchenette
to achieve new skills.

IL L AG E

OD

S PATI A L A DJAC EN C I ES

S PAT I A L A DJAC EN C I ES

PAULA GOEBEL
NEED?

This project will beneﬁt society in
supporting minorities and raising awareness
of homelessness and a woman’s role in our
society. The environment will increase the
process of healing, support & reintegration
while establishing new opportunities & a
healthy mind for a better future.

Village placed close to the Station will
help to establish a new society.

The floorplan will separate the bedroom from
the rest of the house to achieve more privacy
for the resident & her belongings. A room
divider will separate the bedroom from the
living area.

Villagers will benefit from Station
without getting disturbed.

residents need retreat for
feeling safe & secure; A
place for being a woman
including:
Bed, Sanitary facilities,
Storage & Kitchen

DAYLIGHT
for integration of daily life, big
window in the living room
skylights in bedroom &
bathroom will brighten up
space without violating
residents privacy

PRIVACY
for more privacy, skylights
above bed & in bathroom;

LOCATION
Next to Euston station;
A park with a community
space surrounded by
therapy rooms &
resident homes

CONCEPT

BENEFITS

For developing routines,
learn to communicate
& compromise

Socialising & learning
how to take care
of themselfes

room divider will separate
living room from bedroom
to createpublic & private
areas

OD
OME L E SS

R EN DER S

I M PACT S & C I R CA D I A N RH Y T H M

LIVING AREA
Strategies that have been developed
while living on the streets to achieve
security & safety. To meet personal basic
needs, homeless woman are looking for
open day centres, friendships & safe
places

The village will include pods, therapy
rooms, a laundrette and a community centre
with a shared kitchen and a library. This will
be surrounded by a park.
While being part of the Harmony Village,
the residents will learn to compromise,
socialise and take care of themselves. Strong
contrasts, which the homeless women have
experienced, will inﬂuence the village and
pod design.
The concept of the pod is to provide a
retreat to feel safe and secure. The open
ﬂoorplan featuring a bedroom, a bathroom
and a living area including a kitchenette will

A fH

In the living room, the rocking chair provides
a therapeutic programme to improve
mental health issues by reducing stress and
anxieties.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

WHAT IS THE
PROJECT ABOUT?
Shelter for homeless woman;
Focusing on reintegration,
Feminism, Safety, Security
& well being

KITCHEN
CONCEPT
Creating a shelter village
that offers shared kitchen,
community centre, Park,
laundrettes, therapy &
En-suite rooms;

BEDROOM

COMMUNITY
Village will establish a
community that supports the
residents process of
reintegration

BATHROOM

Leaving a hopeless situation of past
inner turbulences, loneliness and
dissatisfaction to enter a new beginnig
of life with inner calmness

Student Design Awards 2021
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JORDAN HALLIDAY

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

TYPOLOGICAL HYBRIDITY: THE
INTEGRATED URBAN STADIUM AS A
METHOD OF MITIGATION FOR PUBLIC
HEALTH ISSUES

Over recent decades, contemporary sports
stadia have become private commercial
entities within urban settings, isolating and
occasionally opposing themselves from the
communities to which they occupy.
In addition, the associated typology of
these stadia has begun to stagnate, failing
to adapt to the recent global influences in
architecture which highlight the importance
of sustainability and hybridity within the
design of contemporary buildings.
Without response, stadia risk becoming
symbols of globalisation, for which historic
communal ties are permanently severed.
It is arguable that now more than ever the
relationship between stadia and the wider
context requires refining due to the poor
socio-economic conditions experienced by
many post-industrial cities.
Issues such as employment and education
are evident at a surface level, but the
concealed health ramifications additionally
require attention, with poor socio-economic
conditions significantly correlated with both
physical and psychological conditions such
as obesity, depression, and anxiety/phobias,
just to identify a few.
Through consideration of these issues, this
design thesis proposes that through the
speculative deconstruction of the existing
physical and functional typology of stadia –
using three conceived constructs of hybridity
– the contemporary stadium possesses the
potential to be reimagined not solely as a
functional sporting venue, but instead as an
adaptive venue orientated towards urban
socio-economic processes.
The three constructs of hybridity include
‘Unbounded Hybridity’, which deconstructs
the physical typology of stadia in order to
form synergy between internal and external
landscapes, ‘Transformative Hybridity’,

A fH

which considers the previously unexplored
element of time within stadium typology,
allowing for prompt modifications dependent
upon specific events, or even wider socioeconomic conditions, and ‘Programmatic
Combination’, which categorises the
complexity of typology variations for
their suitable integration into the formal
programmatic configuration of stadia.

JORDAN HALLIDAY

The utilisation of natural lighting and
ventilation, open working accommodations,
as well as interior and exterior recreational
spaces additionally promotes comfortable
and motivational workspaces, all targeting
the positive psychological wellbeing of
the stadium occupants and the wider
community.

It is through the application of these
constructs of hybridity that the responsive
treatment of specific socio-economic
conditions within post-industrial urban
settings can be enabled. Through the
treatment of these conditions, it is then also
possible to address the long-term health
outcomes of the city in a preventative,
rather than responsive manner.
The scheme orientates around a regional
ceramic network targeting commoning
processes through open-source knowledge,
skills, and resources. The regional networks
hub takes the form of an urban stadium,
with lifetime occupancy rates addressed
through the integration of three primary
typologies based upon the specific socioeconomic conditions of Stoke-on-Trent.
These typologies include an advanced
ceramics factory (industry), a technical
ceramics college (education), and an elitelevel stadium (sport). The stadiums physical
typology is also deconstructed, opening the
field of play to the public domain, targeting
the reconnection of disjointed neighbouring
residential communities.

INTERNAL VISUAL PERSPECTIVE ILLUSTRATING COMPOSITION OF FACTORY FLOOR AND
VERTICAL DISSECTION OF FLOORPLANS

FIFTH FLOOR PLAN:
A: Social Space
B: Event Terrace
C: Water Closet
D: Circulation

SECTION - 1:600
BUILDING SECTION ILLUSTRATING INTERNAL DIVISION/
CONFIGURATION THROUGH WESTERN STAND

FOURTH FLOOR PLAN:
A: Social Space
B: Factory Amenity
C: Transferable Module
D: Water Closet
E: Circulation

1240m2
100m2
2320m2
200m2
2300m2

THIRD FLOOR PLAN:

DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING APPROXIMATE ZONING OF TYPOLOGIES ALONG WITH
DIRECT AND CONNECTIVE NATURE OF CIRCULATION ROUTES

A: Social Space
B: Factory Amenity
C: Archive
D: Transferable Module

410m2
130m2
150m2
2800m2

E: Event Terrace
F: Water Closet
G: Circulation

6280m2
260m2
2580m2

PROGRAMMATIC COMBINATION:
The Production of Synergetic Configurations
WHILST TRANSFORMATIVE PROCESSES ENABLING TYPOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION TO OCCUR ARE VITAL, IT MUST ALSO BE CONSIDERED
THAT THE STADIUM IS REQUIRED TO PRIMARILY OPERATE AS FUNCTIONAL CERAMIC FACTORY AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE. DUE TO THE SECOND FLOOR PLAN:
STRICT SAFETY REQUIREMENTS OF THE CERAMIC FACTORY, IT WAS NECESSARY FOR CERTAIN ACCOMMODATIONS POSSESSING LARGEA: Social Space
SCALE INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT TO BE ISOLATED FROM PUBLICLY ASSESSABLE AREAS, HOWEVER WHILST ISOLATED, THE FACTORY
FLOOR IS STILL ABLE ENGAGE WITH OTHER ACCOMMODATIONS THROUGH THE VERTICAL DISSECTION OF FLOOR PLANS WHICH ALLOWS B: Lecture/Studio
C: Factory Amenity
SENSORY RELATIONSHIPS TO BE FORMED. THIS APPROACH OF VERTICAL DISSECTION IS CONTINUOUS THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING,
PERMITTING THE VARIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS ACROSS THE THREE TYPOLOGIES TO DIRECTLY INTERACT, WHICH IN TURN FACILITATES D: Library Service
COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES.
E: Archive

SECTION - 1:300

2
2
1650m
F: Transferable
ModuleCONNECTION 2800m
BUILDING SECTION
ILLUSTRATING SENSORY
BETWEEN
2
FLOORS
AND ACCOMMODATIONS
1280m
220m2
G: College Amenity
270m2
100m2
H: Storage
740m2
610m2
I: Water Closet
290m2
5550m2
J: Circulation

THE VERTICAL DIVISION OF FLOOR PLANS ADDITIONALLY ENABLES VERTICAL GLAZING STRATEGIES TO BE IMPLEMENTED, FROM WHICH
NATURALLY BRIGHT AND COMFORTABLE WORKING ENVIRONMENTS (CONTRARY TO EXISTING INDUSTRIAL PREMISES) CAN BE GENERATED
WITH LIMITED DEMAND FOR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS. THESE PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS, IN ADDITION TO CROSS-DISCIPLINE
INTERACTIONS AND PROXIMITY TO PUBLIC SPACE IS INTENDED TO PROMOTE POSITIVE PHYSIOLOGICAL WELLBEING, WITH CONDITIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED EMPLOYMENT SATISFACTION/PRODUCTIVITY, CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS, AND EMOTIONAL REGULATION.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN:
A: Social Space
B: Lecture/Studio
C: Factory Amenity
D: Library Service
E: Archive

580m2
2450m2
2550m2
1250m2
1090m2

F: Transferable Module
G: College Amenity
H: Storage
I: Water Closet
J: Circulation

450m2
450m2
140m2
350m2
6360m2

2620m2
390m2
1820m2
60m2
1470m2

F: Sporting Amenity
G: College Amenity
H: Storage
I: Water Closet
J: Circulation

1480m2
360m2
50m2
270m2
8610m2

1380m2
1960m2
2810m2
1760m2
1300m2

F: Sporting Amenity
G: Maintainance
H: Storage
I: Water Closet
J: Circulation

760m2
2010m2
100m2
330m2
8340m2

GROUND FLOOR PLAN:

For the internal configuration, sensory
relationships between typologies are formed
through the vertical dissection of floorplans
and the interconnection of accommodations
along dominant and direct circulation
routes.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

1270m2
3490m2
200m2
1200m2

A: Social Space
B: Lecture/Studio
C: Factory Amenity
D: Library Service
E: Archive

LOWER GROUND FLOOR PLAN:
A: Social Space
B: Industrial Equipment
C: Factory Amenity
D: Library Service
E: Archive

FLOOR PLANS - 1:1250
EXPLODED AXONOMETIC ILLUSTRATING FLOOR ARRANGEMENTS
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ERIN HARRIS

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

EMERGENCY QUARANTINE CENTRE

‘The Coronavirus pandemic has devastated
millions of lives and strained healthcare
resources. The healthcare system within the
UK has been exhausted, with little space
to provide care for those suffering from
COVID-19.
Space for emergency quarantine centres are
becoming limited as patients are increasing,
the families mourning for there loved ones
are growing, and healthcare workers are
working tirelessly for a optimistic outcome
in the future.
During this project, I will investigate the
needs of those who have directely been
effected by the pandemic, and how my
design can support them.

ERIN HARRIS

REGULATION 10 - DIGNITY & RESPECT
People must be supported to maintain
relationships that are important to them
while they are receiving care and treatment’
- Social Isolation - Although social contact
through technology is ideal for quarantine
patients who are infected, face to face
contacts with friends and family is better for
improving social isolation.
Preventing low mood and depression for
patients must be a main priority for patient
recovery.

Evidence suggests that COVID-19 can be
caught by any person, however critically
harms specific demographics. Providing
a centre in which can contain patients
suffering with the virus as well as supporting
those around them.
This support can only be given by dedicated
staff putting themselves at risk to support
tackling the virus, care for staff is a
necessary requirement for the success of an
Emergency Quarantine Centre.
My design solution focuses on improving
hospital floorplans to provide the best care
and support for contagious patients. Looking
at ways in which different materials and
forms can control infection rates, as well
ventilation technology which can thrive in a
large scale quarantine centre. The centres
layout will provide levels of support for all
its users without risk of spreading the virus.

'
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MATTEO HUNT-CAFARELLI
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

ARTHURS HILL:
‘ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE’

Arthurs Hill : ‘Active - Aging Centre’
Located in Westgate, Newcastle Upon Tyne.
The project brief is to design a Dementia
facility which accommodates for individuals
living with dementia, NHS staff and to
provide intergenerational activity spaces
in order to encourage individuals with
dementia to engage with the surrounding
communities, helping promote active
aging through social engagement, thus
distinguishing the project as an inclusive
environment for all.
The intergenerational space chosen for
this project is a library. This decision
contextualises itself both within the benefits
reading has for individuals living with
dementia, and the benefits a new library
would provide for those living within the
local communities.
Research into dementia suggests that
‘reading to people with dementia has
been found to stimulate memories and
imagination’ and it is important in helping
individuals with dementia retain one’s
identity as long as possible.

primary schools surrounding the site. This
integration of a new library facility would
thus help people living with dementia to feel
more included within their local community
and actively engage with the educational
characteristics presented in the surrounding
communities.
The decision then led to the designs key
concept which is exploring the potential for
internal structural forms that can be seen
as ‘landmarks’ but also used for interaction,
movement control, framing views as well as
influencing a unique design language that
could draw public visitors to the building,
providing various scenes and ways to
experience and interact with the building by
all users.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Therefore, by introducing a library for the
local community on this site, can then
provide a library that is within 5 minutes
walking distance from the majority of the

A H
f

Re-purposing the pre-existing building
onsite.
Re-purposing its material.
Re-purposing of building waste material
as aggregate for concrete mix for
foundations.
Timber construction.
Preservation and enhancement of trees
located on site.
Landscaping (East and South)
Passive heating and cooling.
Solar shading.
Solar panels (fitted flush with the roof
at 30 degrees).
Natural ventilation.
Grey water harvesting system.

ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE

ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE

ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE

ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE

The main influencing factors that lead the
design to what it is, is a result of a usercentric design approach and through refined
response to the environment and climatic
conditions of the site. This design attempts
to integrate an array of sustainability and
renewable strategies in order to respond
to the growing climate crisis and the
responsibility that we as designers now hold
in reducing our impact on the environment.

Furthermore, through site analysis, the
introduction of a library would be an ideal
solution for targeting younger generations
to help participate in intergenerational
ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE
activities due to the site’s relationship with
G
E
N
E
R
A
L
A
R
R
A
N
G
E
M
E
N
T
S
education.
The information obtained suggested that
the schools closest to the site were much
further away from the closest local library
facility (approximately 20-25 minutes away
by foot) and so are more disadvantages than
the other schools closer to the city centre.

MATTEO HUNT-CAFARELLI

These strategies within this project include –

ARTHURS HILL : ACTIVE - AGING CENTRE

AMBIENCE

DAYLIGHT - JUNE 21ST (12PM)

PUBLIC VS PRIVATE (R)

CIRCULATION TO USE
MASSING IN CONTEXT

EASTERN ELEVATION

DEMENTIA POD - AMBIANCE (& PROGRAMME)

DAYLIGHT - DECEMBER 21ST (12PM)
LUX VALUE - 650 (R) - 300 (G) - 50 (B)

DEMENTIA POD - ATMOSPHERIC (WITH KINETIC FACADE - CONTROLLED LIGHTING)

CELEBRATION SECTION - INHABITATION OF KEY SPACES, RENEWABLES, LANGUAGE, ELEVATION AND MATERIALITY
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HICHAM JARAOUD

ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

LIMINAL URBAN LEAKS

The site in hand, the docks, is a site that
has lost its function, yet it kept cultural
significance in the area. As the philosopher
Bruno Latour agued, that we need to find
ways to love our monsters. the landscape
and ecosystems that has been transformed
to serve a purpose or function at a certain
period and then they abandoned, made toxic
or unhabitable.
This kind of love and cultural value
and relationship that we have with city
territories even when they lost their primary
function is the opportunity the project try
to size.
This was referred to by le Febre as the
“third space” which is our perception
of thespace that transcends its physical
boundaries and function(Lefebvre, 1991).
Lefebre’s collaborated with situationist
International (SI) group lead by Guy
Debord aiming to answer the question
“what Urban is?”. le Febre sees the urban
not as population, a geographic size of a
continuous collection of buildings.
Instead, it is understood through its social
centrality (Lefebre,n.d) Guy de bord map
of the city of Paris was new map of the
city pieces that are cut and glued together
following the Psychogeography logic of
which of the location evoked the most
emotions from the people. It was a response
to the idea that capitalism turns people
to robots moving in a predetermined way
(home/work/home).
The city alternatively can be explored
through ‘drift’, actively moving at random
cultivating personal memories (‘Introduction
to a Critique of Urban Geography’ Guy ebord
, 1955, Ken Knabb (ed), 2017).

Applying the previous approach on the royal
docks, it unfolds as three layers of
existence; the docks as physical present
location; historical function; and emotions
and sensations evoked by docks experience.
The aim is to overlying these three layer of
reality in one existing space . And this here
notions ambiguity , Heterotopia, liminality
starts to become crucial concepts to the
project.

Second, are the Heterotopia which in
contrast to utopias they do exist, there have
an actual location, but they transcend their
physical boundaries or more precisely a joint
mix of the two.

and time can have this same spirit. Which are the ones of interest to the project are the ones that Foucault referred to
as other sites. Places that are in relation to all other sites in such a way that it suspects these set of relations that rules the
city territories, inverts it; contradicts it or neutralises it. These sites, according to Foucault, are of two main types; first there are utopias. which
are sites of no real place, they do not exist yet they always in general relationship of inverted analogy to real sites. Second, are the Heterotopia
which in contrast to utopias they do exist, there have an actual location, but they transcend their physical boundaries or more precisely a joint
mix of the two. A placeless place, such as mirror reflection. In the mirror one sees himself in a virtual unreal space behind the surface, yet the
mirror exists. Hence, the utopia of the mirrors becomes heterotopia by this jointed mix and overlaying of realities.

A placeless place, such as mirror reflection.
In the mirror one sees himself in a virtual
unreal space behind the surface, yet the
mirror exists. Hence, the utopia of the
Developing an Architectural language
mirrors becomes heterotopia by this jointed
mix and overlaying of realities.

Our cities are not a reservoir of voidwhere
territories that are delineated to place
individuals and things. We live inside a set
of relations, sites that are not irreducible to
one another.
This defining sets of relations is more
evident in sites of transportation; the train;
the ship, places of temporary use such as
cinemas and beaches and finally the street.
However, there are spaces that even though
they are defined in space and time can
have this same spirit - which are the ones
of interest to the project are the ones that
Foucault referred to as other sites.

Instead, heterotopia allows this kind of
uncertainty which beneficial as it allows
for plurality to spontaneously emerge.
Allowing of this state of not knowing
and embedding it in our expectation and
cognitive understanding and perception of
the world around us will allow us to be more
equipped in face of the global crisis such the
pandemic.

Places that are in relation to all other sites
in such a way that it suspects these set
of relations that rules the city territories,
inverts it; contradicts it or neutralises it.

Furthermore, for us to be more willing to
undergo the necessary transformations.

DEVELOPING AN ARCHITECTURAL
LANGUAGE

These sites, according to Foucault, are of
two main types; first there are utopias.
which are sites of no real place, they do not
exist yet they always in general relationship
of inverted analogy to real sites.

Original Section Collage

Original Section Collage

trapped inside the
inner layers of the
structure
, which
Original
Plan Collage
balances the
temperature inside
the building. The
temperature is
modified (heated or
cooled) using a
monitoring system
similar to a central
heating system. This
sheets are sealed and
insulated to prevent
freezing. This system
was proved efficient
sustainable by
Hungarian architect
Matyas Gutai in Water
house design. Built as
model for this new
Conceptual
model
technology

Exploration of ideas: Open system Loose fit between
form and function/incomplete form Passage territories
Void. Original sketches.- original sketchs

Exploration of ideas: Open system Loose fit between
form and function/incomplete form Passage territories
Void. Original sketches.- original sketchs

Original Plan Collage
The building utilize both cross ventilation and the stack effect on a multistory building by allowing cross ventilation to occur at the lower levels
and allowing the rising hot air to escape through gaps and opening in the
opposite sides of the structure.

ADS4 Hicham Jaraoud
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The Project reflects on the question of in-between, which is the threshold the

liminal which is a space for growth space for change and the kind of uncertainty
Our cities are not a reservoir of void where territories that are delineated to place individuals and things. We live inside a set of relations,
The Project reflects
onnot
the
question
of another.
in that comes with it which ties back to heterotopic space which is not a clearly
sites that are
irreducible
to one
This defining sets of relations is more evident in sites of transportation; the train; the ship, places
defined space. And go beyond being positive and the negative as the utopia or
between, which
is the use
threshold
the liminal
of temporary
such as cinemas
and beaches and finally the street. However, there are spaces that even though they are defined in space
the dystopia. Instead, heterotopia allows this kind of uncertainty
and time
have this
same spirit.
Which are the ones of interest to the project are the ones that Foucault referred to
which is a space
forcan
growth
space
for change
which beneficial as it allows for plurality to spontaneously emerge. Allowing of
sites. Places that
that are
in relation to all other sites in such a way that it suspects these set of relations that rules the
and the kindasofother
uncertainty
comes
city territories, inverts it; contradicts it or neutralises it. These sites, according to Foucault, are of two main types; first there are utopias. which
this state of not knowing and embedding it in our expectation
with it which ties back to heterotopic space
The energy
are sites of no real place, they do not exist yet they always in general relationship of inverted analogy to real sites. Second, are the Heterotopia
and cognitive understanding and perception of the world around us will allow
performance of the
which is not which
a clearly
defined
space.
And
go
in contrast to utopias they do exist, there have an actual location, but they transcend their physical boundaries or more precisely a joint
us to
building enhanced
by be more equipped in face of the global crisis such the pandemic.
beyond beingmix
positive
and
the negative
asas mirror reflection. In the mirror one sees himself in a virtual unreal space behind the surface, yet the
of the two.
A placeless
place, such
sheets of waterFurthermore, for us to be more willing to undergo
Hence, the utopia of the mirrors becomes heterotopia by this jointed mix and overlaying of realities.
pumped up andthe necessary transformations.
the utopia ormirror
the exists.
dystopia.

Anglia Ruskin University
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the dystopia. Instead, heterotopia allows this kind of uncertainty
which beneficial as it allows for plurality to spontaneously emerge. Allowing of
this state of not knowing and embedding it in our expectation
and cognitive understanding and perception of the world around us will allow
us to be more equipped in face of the global crisis such the pandemic.
Furthermore, for us to be more willing to undergo
the necessary transformations.
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SAM JONES

ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

SENSORYSEARCH

Unipolar depressive disorders are now the
leading cause of disability in middle to high
income countries, making mental health and
wellbeing a critical modern public health
issue.
This trend may be related to increased
urbanisation, with 77.7% of people in the
world’s more developed regions now residing
in urban areas (Alcock et al., 2014), yet
cities take up between 1-3% of the land area
of the earth (Adler and Tanner, 2013), so a
huge proportion of the global population are
exposed to overpopulation, crowding and to
reduced access to “natural” spaces which
aid stress reduction (Alcock et al., 2014).
Rapid population growth and increasing
urbanisation places enormous stress on the
environment so it is crucial to support urban
populations while maintaining a healthy
ecosystem (Alberti, 2009).

environments can improve mental health.
Studies in Serbia have shown that nature
based therapy can have a positive influence
on the mental health and well-being of
the participants, recuperation from stress,
depression and anxiety was possible and
much more complete when participants
were involved in horticulture therapy as a
nature-based solution for improving mental
health (Vujcic et al., 2017).
Reflecting on the sensory appreciation we
feel when we take a walk in a park we
‘‘appreciate nature.’’ We sense the solid
earth beneath our feet. Our eyes rove
around the panorama of sunlit emerald
foliage that encapsulates us. We easily lend
our ears to the lulling gurgle of the brook
and eavesdrop on the treetop parley of the
birds. We catch a whiff of a nearby cluster
of flowers. We feel more natural and at ease
and breathe a little easier, a little deeper
(Brewster and Bell, 2009).

Urban green space was shown to be
positively associated with better mental
Yet, we could get quite a different feeling.
health. Unlike many other changes in life
circumstances, where effects on mental
The earth beneath our feet, it occurs to us,
health can be short-lived, moving to a
is a path that human beings designed, with
greener urban area was associated with
Strategic Plan
sustained mental health gains (Alcock et al.,
2014).

metal bins lining the sides, but still littered,
uncared for.

SAM JONES
Ground
Floor Plan

We notice, back behind the trees, the
fence that bounds the park. Now, too, we
recall that this brook is quite polluted. The
fragrance of the flowers, at least, is still
with us, but we quickly concede that these
flowers aren’t native to this region.
The flower bed stabbed with a wooden
sign, like a stake through the heart, reading
“no ball games on the grass” restricting
our enjoyment of nature even further. We
find our-selves curious about the costs of
maintaining the park.
We no longer feel quite as natural as we
did and it dawns on us (perhaps with mild
annoyance) that we are still very much in
Concept
the realm of social institutions from
which Images
moments earlier we were enjoying a bit of a
breather (Brewster and Bell, 2009).

Concept Images

Urban greening needs to be carefully
considered to be successful with a deep
concern for community, nature, and
spontaneity because these qualities are so
notably deficient in twentieth-century urban
culture (Bender, 1982); as well as a subtlety
to blend between the harshly contrasting
environments to avoid a disconnect and
keep them well maintained against the
pollutants encasing them.
Sensory reflection through natural spaces,
spending time and performing horticulture
therapy in specially designed urban green
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SERALYN LUBILA

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

Many cancer patients will undergo very
design inspiration.
intense treatment which can cause physical

In the UK there are over 350,000 people
diagnosed with cancer every year. People
IRIS VAN
HERPEN:tend
COUTURE
SS21
who are diagnosed with
cancer
to also
I was instantly captivated by the flowing
aspectespecially
of the piece; how there
is a sense
of
suffer from depression
when
they
freedom. It’s important that the primary user
are receiving treatments.
group feel this and it is something I want
to instantly capture with the centre. The
neutral colour scheme from the garment
to the foreground and background give
an impression of serenity and tranquillity.

THE BRIDGE CANCER CENTRE

Cancer Patients will spend a lot of time in
a hospital and often get out of touch with
their usual routines.Having a space to go like
a Cancer Day Centre allow these people to
have a break from the hospital environment
and feel more relaxed.
Most hospitals are split into staff, clinic
WONDER GALAXY, PATRICIA BUSTOS
There is a consistent
use of organic
and public zones, encouraging
separation
shapes; seen on the walls, ceiling and
and limiting the movements
cancer
even furniture. of
Thethe
colours
are also
consistent as the spaces use only two, red
patients, and this restriction
can
cause
the
and green, but vary
in shades.
The space
is really thought out as you see a balance
patient to feel uncomfortable.
with spaces that are empty and occupied.
The occupied even display hierarchy with

the largest
on a raised
ground and
Looking at case studies
of object
patients
who
further emphasised with its own nook.
had spent time in Hospitals then Cancer
Day Cancers, many expressed how they
preferred an environment that was more
GALAXY,aPATRICIA
BUSTOS
informal and did notWONDER
resemble
health
The space Bustos created appears
childlike, playful yet elegant and chic. It
facility.

Flowing
and mental challenges
inform
their lives. With a
Futuristic
Out of
world
lot of their time spent
inthishospitals
and away

The Bridge Cancer Centre.

Prominent lines
Organic natural form

from their usual activities,
Monochromethese people feel
Free; unconfined, liberated
disconnected from their
normal
Weightless,
carefree lives. The
Cancer Day Centre will help bridge the gap
between recovery and their usual day to day
routines.

Crossing the bridge from treatment to recovery

I aim to create a community where patients
can relate with each other and participate
in various activities.
Contrast in surfaces and texture
Natural lighting from ceiling

Curvilinear
It’s important for the
cancer patients
Repetitive forms
to have a space outside
Organicthe
shapeshospital
Subtle colours; natural
environment and also
something
bepinks
Complementary
colours;can
green and
of movement through the forms
relaxing and positiveA sense
atmosphere.

Various artificial lighting
Thin lines
Bold shapes
Limited colour pallet
Rounded edges
Some bold colours
Contrasting textures and materials
Accent lighting; light emphasis
Harmony

appears futuristic with the many unusual
forms and decorative elements. It however

By also participatingalmost
in various
group
makes a tribute
to the past with
design elements prominently seen in
activities helped in their
70s-80s mental
interiors suchand
as statement
furniture pieces and repetition of colours
physical healing. I considered
that having an
throughout the space. It is not obvious
the space
is a walk
in closet as we
open planned layoutthat
will
assist
in removing
see textures like the tiles on the floor and
walls,
which
usually
seen
bathroom.
the sense of restriction in the spacein and
With the artificial white lights the space almost
clinical but the
again emphasise on appears
importance
ofcolours
the suggest
something more futuristic and dreamlike.
community.
The building primary focuses on communal
spaces with various group activities such
as a gym, kitchen and seating areas. The
user also has the option to be alone in the
private spaces. The open plan layout allows
users to easily move around the building and
emphasises how there are no restrictions
in the space. The building will also include
smart technologies that can help conserve
a significant amount of energy while also
providing convenience to the users.

SERALYN LUBILA

moodboard.

Keywords:
Utopia
Mystical
Heavenly
Unconfined
Futuristic
Stillness
Minimal
Natural

Giving cancer patients the independence that they might have lost in a hospital by
creating a freeing and innovative environment that promotes health and healing

The Bridge Cancer Centre.
Seralyne Lubila
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In the UK there are over 350,000 people
diagnosed with cancer every year. People
who are diagnosed with cancer tend to also
suffer from depression especially when they
are receiving treatments. Cancer Patients will
spend a lot of time in a hospital and often get
out of touch with their usual routines.Having
a space to go like a Cancer Day Centre
allow these people to have a break from the

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

Looking at case studies of patients who
had spent time in Hospitals then Cancer
Day Cancers, many expressed how they
preferred an environment that was more
informal and did not resemble a health
facility. By also participating in various group
activities helped in their mental and physical
healing. I considered that having an open
planned layout will assist in removing the

The building primary focuses on communal
spaces with various group activities such
as a gym, kitchen and seating areas. The
user also has the option to be alone in the
private spaces. The open plan layout allows
users to easily move around the building and
emphasises how there are no restrictions
in the space. The building will also include
smart technologies that can help conserve

Many cancer patients will undergo very
intense treatment which can cause physical
and mental challenges in their lives. With a
lot of their time spent in hospitals and away
from their usual activities, these people feel
disconnected from their normal lives. The
Cancer Day Centre will help bridge the gap
between recovery and their usual day to day
routines. I aim to create a community where
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SREYPICH LY

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MA Advanced Architectural Design

“WIND CHIMES
SOCIO-CULTURAL CENTRE”

SREYPICH LY

Covid-19 pandemic and ensuing lockdown
were hard on all of us, in different ways.
Nevertheless, throughout the pandemic,
mental health of people across the globe
also took a greater h it due to stress,
isolation, grief, and anxiety especially for
a silent town like Huddersfield. As the town
had been deteriorating even before the
pandemic, mental health has been a rising
concern toward Huddersfield’s population.
Responding to a surge on anxiety and
depression - exacerbated by the pandemic
in Huddersfield, the Socio-Cultural Centre
aims to help people slowly get back to
communities and enable rehabilitation
of mental health issues, wellbeing and
self-esteem in a form of social and
environmental connectedness, and art
learning process.
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KATE MATTHEWS

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

TACKLING GENDER DYSPHORIA:
RECASTING THE BODY IN
HUDDERFIELD TRANSPORT HUB

This project aims to alleviate the
inequalities and mental health issues
experienced by transgender, non-binary and
others impacted by society’s enforcement of
the gender binary.

hub, with a replacement for the bus
station located on the same site. These
two methods of transport are linked by a
large roof structure and served by the same
facilities, which form the core of the hub.

In western society, there are two genders
and everyone is assigned one or the other
at birth, based the physical characteristics
of their body. There is no room for any inbetween or alternatives.

The idea of breaking the binary was the
basis for the design development of the
hub. Working from the concepts of the
fold and the crease, as explored by Karen
Burns, the fold was utilised to ambiguate a
fundamental architectural binary, that of
roof and ground.

Society’s enforcement of this binary
pressures everyone to conform to the gender
that they were assigned. These expectations
are especially stiﬂing for those who are
transgender or non-binary, especially as
the existence of non-binary genders is not
widely acknowledged, leaving many people
feeling confused, isolated and alone.
This leads many members of the transgender
community to experience gender dysphoria,
or unease and dissatisfaction stemming
from interactions or bodies that do not align
with their gender. This feeling can have a
signiﬁcant impact on their mental health
and can lead to anxiety, depression and a
range of other mental health issues. With
the commons of equal mutual identiﬁcation
proposed in this project, this feeling is
reduced.
Everyone is granted the same acceptance
and recognition of their gender, no matter
if it binary, static or ﬂuid, including the
removal of gendered products and spaces.
The function of the scheme is to provide a
new transport hub for Huddersﬁeld. Set in
the near future, a section of the town has
been deliberately ﬂooded to prevent the
uncontrolled ﬂooding of large sections of the
town.
The basin created alongside the new
Turnbridge lake is the basis for the transport

A fH

The curvature created by this weaving,
combined with the lighting eﬀects created
by the pattern of the roof cladding, aim
to obscure the shapes of the human body
and disorient the users of the building. By
forcing the users to rethink this fundamental
building binary, it encourages them to
re-examine other fundamental binaries in
society, such as that of gender.
WEAVING &
LIGHTING

KATE MATTHEWS

This is further reinforced by the displays
on gender and identity spread throughout
the building, and the varying light levels
throughout the space, which obscure the
features usually used to classify others into
one of the binary boxes enforced by society.
Alongside increasing awareness of the
aﬀects of the gender binary, its issues, and
non-binary genders, the hub also oﬀers
a welcoming space for those who are
impacted by it. This allows them respite
from the pressures of everyday society,
oﬀering support, aﬃrming their lived
experiences, and improving their mental
wellbeing.

WEAVING GROUND/ROOF SKETCHES

The cladding pattern of the roof was
designed to create varying lighting levels
in the spaces below.
The variable lighting controls the
perception of the other users of the
space, obscuring the differences of
gender by reducing the human form to
a silhouette. This means everyone must
be treated equally, as the usual methods
of classifying one another into society’s
binaries have been removed.

From the basis of the existing topography of the
site, sloping down towards the lake, the shape
of the roof was created by folding together the
undulating structure with the ground and the
basin.

This approach was inspired by Blur
Building by Diller, Scofidio & Renfro, and
the textile work of Varvara Stepanova,
as shown below. Both of these works
obscure the shape of the human body
through various means.

In the finished design, the roof appears to emerge
from the ground in the north west, skimming
the masses housing the facilities before being
seemingly pulled down by the weight of the
water in the basin and resurfacing on the other
side. This changing curvature can be seen in the
sections below.
The internal masses also appear to grow out of
the ground, with their curvilinear shapes and
varying heights. To continue the ambiguation, the
roof, truss soffit and internal masses are all clad
in variations of the same lightweight ceramics.

LOOKING NORTH TOWARDS THE MARINA - LIGHTING

WEAVING FINAL SKETCH/
HUDDERSFIELD TRANSPORT HUB LOGO

CLADDING PATTERN
LOOKING WEST TOWARDS THE BUS BAYS - LIGHTING
EXAMPLES OF VARVARA STEPANOVA’S WORK ON PATTERNS TO OBSCURE
SHAPES, ESPECIALLY THAT OF THE HUMAN BODY

SECTION THROUGH WAITING ROOM MASS

SECTION THROUGH PRIVACY PODS MASS
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TEOH YU MIN

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

A BETTER SERVICE A BETTER FUTURE
MEDICAL DRONE DELIVERY SERVICE
IN HUDDERSFIELD

In the future, we explore the arc of
forces and dynamic reshaping cities and
architecture in Huddersfield. We are to reimagine health and social care settings and
architecture developments in Huddersfield.
AI has the power to drastically change public
administration while medical drones and
their use in moving to a more automated
society. Therefore, Huddersfield medical
service and social care are re-designed
as an automotive, medical drone delivery
system and immediate adoption of virtual
consultations to improve social care around
Huddersfield.
At the same time, more medical drone
delivery will be operating. The proposed
design will be developing a medical drone
delivery service system local headquarter
in Huddersfield and provided a medical air
system to cover up the West Yorkshire area.

The system instructs the medical drone
where to fly, at what height, the speed at
which to fly, and it can be programmed to
hover at any point of the way. This drone
route planner and destination planner will
organise the medical drone to fly back to
their landing pad that each department
assigned.
When the NHS, St John Ambulance, Covid-19
Frontline and Meals On Wheels Service are
combined in the building, the emergency
hotline will be linked. The medical drones
will be providing live updates, tracking
people who need help and sending the
latest situation or help request to the
headquarters. In addition, medical drone
delivery service will take benefit in our
lives.

The drone hub is able to manage the air
traffic for the drone to avoid and reduce
drone accident. At Huddersfield Health
Drone Delivery Service System Local Head
Quarter, there are able to collect and send
the medicine and care package through the
reception area. All the medical items would
be arranged in line with the warehouse
automation to ensure the medical items in
good storage and transport.
From customer service line to medical drone
delivery service, they are all in robotic
systematic controlled by air traffic and
communicated using 4G.

TEOH YU MIN

Drone sending automatic external
defibrillators (AEDs) or first aid kit would fly
to the patients in a public space to quickly
solve problems. People may just press a
button from certain apps or mobile device
to request help.
The medical drone delivery service can
improve speed and reliability, reduce costs,
and improve social care by saving time
travelling over busy streets.
People may be improving time management
because the drone performs precise
position system. Medical delivery drones
have less margin of error when finding the
exact targeted area and avoid incidents as
they deliver the care package directly to
customers. The objective of the proposal
is to provide a better service for a better
future.

NHS Medical Drone Delivery Dervice
People are experiecing outpatient service, prescription counter and automative medical
drone delivery system. Faster, safer and more accurate sending medical parcel.

St John Ambulance Patrol Drone Service
The patrol drone are on duty to send the information back and projected on television,
St John Ambulance ensure people receiving first aid in the first instance.

DESIGN ARRANGEMENT
Huddersfield Health Drone Delivery Service System Local Head
Quarter is a new A.I building that renovate from the old Royal Mail
Post Office with the power to drastically change public administration
while the medical drones and their use in moving to a more automated
society. To provide a better service for a better future, Huddersfield
Health Drone Delivery Service System Local Head Quarter is divided
into four departments. The four department’s drone systems serve
the community: NHS medication with prescription delivery, St John
Ambulance Patrol Service, Covid-19 Frontline Drone Delivery Service,
and Meals On Wheels Drone Delivery Service. A different programme
is separate at a different level, and they have their unique program of
delivering drone system to giving out social care.

Covid-19 Frontline Drone Delivery Service
Isolated Covid-19 research room with professional frontline medical staff,
robot hands helps to arrange Covid-19 home test kit and care package on drone.

Meals on Wheels Drone Delivery Dervice
The arrangement of meals on wheels will broadcast through a loudspeaker to delivering the instruction.
Frozen food will place inside a ball in a cylinder freezer, rolling down and attached to the drone.

There are two sizes for the drone landing chamber
which is 2000mm x 2000mm and 1000mm x 1000mm. The
drone landing chamber contains a drone wireless charging
pad so that the drone will fly back automatically to recharge.
The building shaped in cylinder shape surrounded by welded steel
structure with building-integrated photovoltaics system interspersed
with timber louvred to receives solar energy and provide shading to
prevent direct sunlight. On top of the building, many different pink
containers are designed to collect rainwater and deliver it to the water
tank. The outdoor area within site was designed as a small green
space with trees surrounded to provide shading and cooling down the
temperature for pedestrians. There is a core centre intended with a
service lift, toilet and fire escape staircase in the middle of the building.
The centre core will be the main structure for the building to hold
the steel beam and floor slab. In addition, the cantilevered room is
designed using a steel beam to support the concrete floor slab and
tempered glass as a full-size window to provide the desired view and
natural sunlight.
NHS Medical Drone Delivery Dervice
People are experiecing outpatient service, prescription counter and automative medical
drone delivery system. Faster, safer and more accurate sending medical parcel.

St John Ambulance Patrol Drone Service
The patrol drone are on duty to send the information back and projected on television,
St John Ambulance ensure people receiving first aid in the first instance.

Warehouse automation will maximise speed
with one touch fulfilment and ensure a
streamline of department operations. Using
Waypoint GPS Navigation enables a medical
drone to fly alone with its flying destination
or pre-planned points programmed into the
drone remote navigation software.
Covid-19 Frontline Drone Delivery Service
Isolated Covid-19 research room with professional frontline medical staff,
robot hands helps to arrange Covid-19 home test kit and care package on drone.
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Meals on Wheels Drone Delivery Dervice
The arrangement of meals on wheels will broadcast through a loudspeaker to delivering the instruction.
Frozen food will place inside a ball in a cylinder freezer, rolling down and attached to the drone.
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STERLIN MOHAMMED
LONDON METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

STEPPING SCHOOL

Studio 4 focuses on reusing, reworking, and
redefining existing buildings.

enjoy someFrom
fresh
airtoor
alternatively they
the School
the City
can play inside as well.

The site location is in Royal Albert Dock,
East London. There are five new office
blocks which have been constructed
opposite London City airport, and tens more
have been planned for future development
phases.

The interior spaces are lined with timber
to create some insulation for the comfort
of the children, the concrete material of
the building is cold, insulation was needed
to keep the children warm in the indoor
spaces.

The office blocks are now vacant. Even prior
to the pandemic, companies were reluctant
to rent spaces in this monoculture of offices.
In this Studio the focus was to transform
these office blocks to activate the city.

The ground floor gives space back to the
city, where it creates some ground floor
space for the public by stripping back the
building and creating a cantilever over the
entrance of the school.

These office buildings were essentially
created for the use of office workers, but
our main project brief was to create an
educational program that brings something
new to the surrounding city.

The ground floor gives space back to the
city, where it creates some ground floor
space for the public by stripping back the
building and creating a cantilever over the
entrance of the school.

STERLIN MOHAMMED

Existing wall Insulation

Ply wood
18mm

Timber Board

12mm

18mm

Timber batten
50x200

Insulation
Timber batten
50x100

1:50

Timber batten
200x100

Insulation

Timber Board
18mm

Timber batten
50x200

Timber batten
50x100

Glass panel

The sketch shows a view out from the 5th floor classrooms.
The rooms are insulated with timber boards shown in the detailed plan and section drawings.

1:20

In my project I forced on bringing forward a
SEND School for younger children between
the ages 3-10. A series of studies led to the
final design.
But when researching the kind of
educational programme that I wanted to
bring to the site, I noticed that there were
many schools in the residential areas and
very few SEND schools that accommodate
children with disabilities. I saw a perfect
opportunity to propose a school that focused
on this. Introducing this type of school at
the Dock would create an experience that
other schools in the local area do not have.

4

Reuse of an Office Building as an SEND School

Health in the City

The schools aim to create a space for young
children to have fun away from the home
and with other children. The school doesn’t
focus solely on teaching, it’s more so to
have fun outdoor and indoor spaces for them
to enjoy.
The school provides outdoor terraces that
allows the children to play outdoors and

A fH

Section collage showing different functions of the spaces within the school.
Classrooms at the 5th floor,
4th floor- Indoor and outdoor spaces
3rd floor- Cafeteria and outdoor play
2nd floor- Offices & sensory rooms
1st floor- Dark room, sleeping, reading and medical room.
Ground floor- Entrance and waiting area.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH
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ERIKA NAGY

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

MEMORIAL MAZE + SMOG ARCHIVE

Grieving is one of the only things we do
alone in life and so, I wanted to offer a
space for that.
The central space would then be for grieving
and reflecting and listening, alone, as an
individual experience, and as you distance
from the core, more attention is drawn to
the community. The community parts are
rather for raising awareness and offering all
the information possible about the history of
the smog.
I wanted the memorial area to be more
than just about remembering the ones that
have gone, I wanted it to raise a thirst for
knowledge, for doing better.
The goal of the project is to offer a space
for mourning and reflecting and to help raise
awareness about the gravity of the smog
problem. It is designed with the wish of
catering for people of all ages, all of them
having in common the fact that the smog
changed their life in some way. Another
important element is that through this
project I want to offer a pace where the air
is cleaner, where people can experience this
for a temporary period, whilst they walk
around the site.
The Memorial maze, in the center, addresses
the need for a mourning space in Milan.
The maze has multiple layers which you
can either pass by or dive into them. Pods
are scattered around the maze; they each
offer the possibility to listen to stories of
people affected by the smog. The stories are
told by children; mothers; old people who
have witnessed the evolution of the smog,
the listener can find at least one person to
relate to. The Memorial maze will be dug
into the ground at a three-meter depth.

A fH

The main three paths will be gradually
dipping into the ground, the reason behind
this being that the lower you are, the
further you are from the thick smog.
The archive, which I briefly mentioned
before, is a product of the partnership
between multiple cities in the world
struggling with smog (New Delhi, Beijing,
New Mexico). The archives hold data about
the smog history in Milan and the Po Valley
and data from the other cities about their
pollution history and all the ways they tried
to tackle it and, in some cases,succeeded.

ERIKA NAGY

The archives are split into smaller units
around the South part of the site, each unit
has different types of pods attached to it,
some are for reading, others are for holding
lectures or workshops about environmental
awareness.
Site Plan

Concept Diagram

Concept Diagram
The dense colours around the center are supposed to symbolize the smog and
the way it makes you feel small, the center is a place of shelter from the smog.
The cone-like shape came from wanting to direct light into this space of reflection
and attract the individual’s attention to the sky, which is getting more and more
covered by smog as years go by.

Image for Publicity

Memorial Maze Renders
North Access

West Access

Site Map
Context

Storytelling
Pod
Context
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DARIANA NISTOR

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

MAKING GENUS

On 10th May 2021, in her annual speech
addressed to The House of Lords, Queen
Elisabeth II announced that the UK will
seek a ban on ‘conversion therapy’. The
announcement comes after three years
since Theresa May, the then-Prime Minister,
set out an action plan against LGBTQ+
discriminatory practices.
Meanwhile, LGBTQ+ individuals live in
a society which is not fully acceptive or
inclusive. According to a study realised by
Stonewall1 in 2018 in UK, 52% of LGBTQ+
people experienced depression during
2018, 1 in 8 LGBTQ+ people said they have
attempted to take their own life during the
same year. Research showed that LGBTQ+
people face discrimination within the
healthcare system and, because of this, 1
in 7 people have avoided seeking treatment
when needed.

this world there is no such thing.
This society cultivates a sense of equality,
kinship and kindness, and nurtures mental
health as much as it does other caring
aspects.
The proposed experiment is deeply rooted
in feminist science-fiction writing, where
feminist authors make use of utopian tropes
in order to question patriarchal constructs
and propose speculative alternatives. In
their quest, they critically assess ideas of
gender, of sexuality and conventional social
fabrics.
In a similar fashion, the project stands
against social hierarchies and rigid
structures, imagining a society which lives

DARIANA NISTOR

together as an extended family, where
people are accepting of each other and take
care of each other collectively.
Through a non-conventional conceptual
framework and graphical representation,
this project aims to bring forward extremely
serious and concerning aspects relating to
the manner in which we approach mental
health and social care matters within our
contemporary society.
Through a science-fiction lens, it aims
to open discussions about how much
traditionally instilled points of view affect
and hurt some of our own and tries to offer
alternatives which help us move forward,
together.

The gendered society in which we live
focuses on a binary system that is attached
to every social constraint surrounding us.
The idea of gender is problematic because
it narrows down identities, it creates social
thresholds and expectations. Together with
other layers such as race, social or economic
status, it creates a world divided by social
boundaries in which people who do not fit
the default narrative, are left struggling.

Please watch the film:
https://vimeo.com/552411902

Concerned with the social and architectural
implications of living in a post-gender world,
this project is a thought-experiment on a
utopian society. While the project does not
propose a built hospital as such, it imagines
a society in which social care is, above all,
primordial.
By eliminating gender, this project aims
to solve the root cause, not only the
discriminatory effect. In this utopian world,
LGBTQ+ people do not fear attending the
hospital due to discrimination, because in
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HARRY POWELL

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

CHRISTCHURCH MEDICAL FACILITY

My aim is to create a medical facility where
the journey and flow for the users, and the
requirements for infection control are an
intuitive part of the design itself.
The natural journey for most patients can
be clearly described. This usually involves
entrance ways progressing through to
reception and on to holding/waiting areas.
This naturally progresses through to clinical
rooms or multi-purpose rooms and onwards
often to pharmacy and exiting the building.
This flow must be easily navigable by
families with small children, those with
visual or hearing impairment. Many will
have mobility issues and potentially be
wheelchair or mobility scooter users.
My design will concentrate on use of space,
positioning and form to achieve these goals.
The pathway through the space will be
made intuitive using colour and materials
which will act as pointers to navigation and
reflect the function for different parts of the
facility.

Examples will include reception front
desks that automatically create two metre
distancing, waiting areas which avoid face to
face seating, flow journeys that incorporate
one way flow where practicable. Design
that creates physical separation for young
children to minimise risks for mobility or
visually impaired users.

Ground floor

1st Floor

Kitchen/
decompression
area

Reception
I have designed the building
with two receptions, this is
to help with the flow of the
building. Both receptions are
the same size located on
opposite sides of the
courtyard. This choice of
posting allows the office
spaces to have large
amounts of natural sunlight.
Privacy windows will be
used, these let light in but
obstruct the public in the
courtyard from looking in.
The north side of the
building's reception focuses
on patents picking up their
prescription, minor ops and
clinics. While the South
reception is for patients
coming to see their GP and
for clinics.

The reception has been designed with a
higher and a lower level. This is to
accommodate disabled people as well
as people of different heights. I noticed
this desk design at both surgery's I
visited.

The Adam Practice Poole

6M

Conference Room

14M

This is the 1st floor conference room, which is where
practice and staff meeting will be held. In the center will
be a large oval table. Screens are used instead of
projectors as they can be moved around the room and
are easily plugged into.

This Blue shape
represents a large
kitchen counter with a
large sink, basin and all
the basic requirements
for a kitchen. This large
area has been designed
as a kitchen and chill
out/relax area for staff.
It’s also a space where
they can sit in the sun or
relax on there lunch
breaks.

This is the Conference room
Located at Poole surgery. I
chosen a similar size and
technologies to this space as it
functions extremely well.

14M
6M

5M

The multi-purpose room has been designed with plenty
of space to accommodate the many different activities
which will take place there. It shall have a kitchen,
storage space and Disabled toilet with breast feeding
and baby changing facilities. The arrows show the
entrances into the space, with the dots showing a small
waiting area which looks toward the courtyard. The
seating area along this wall, will be the same design to
that in the consulting rooms.

Postal Entrance

Site Analysis

The shower room and
changing area allows Staff
to have the option of
cycling into work and
showering upon arrival.

Distrcits and landmarks

8M

By Harry Powell

1:15000 Christchurch

4M

Christchurch

SOMEFORD

Is a small town which can be found along

6.5M

11M

5M

I decided to design
a separate postal
entrance on the
west side of the
building. This is to
help control the
flow through the
two main
entrances. This
separate space will
be a holding place
for many
pharmaceutical
products being
delivered and
surgery post. It will
be designed with
extra space for
storage.

The South Coast of England, in Dorset. With
its beautiful stretches of beach and historical

FRIARS CLIFF

Ground floor

COURTYARD
Three benches will be positioned looking into
the center of the courtyard. Giving plenty of
space to sit in the summer sun

buildings. With a population of 51,000.

MUDERFORD
These will be fire doors doors to align
with health and safety regulations

This is a mental health clinic in Saga City, Japan which
specializes in patients with Dementia. I have taken
inspirations from the Glass walkway/ Library. This glass
design will feature along the two walkways which run
alongside the Courtyard. This choice of design will
allow large amounts more of natural light into the
building and will make the spaces feel more open to
the outside world and bigger.

As part of a exiting secondary care
Christchurch Cathedral

11.4M

SOUTHBOURNE

HENGISTBURY HEAD
Four Trees, will be part of the
courtyard space with a grassy area.
Flower beds will be placed around the
edge as a border. This space will be for
the public to enjoy as well as staff.

Double doors will lead
out onto the courtyard,
one side with a suitable
ramp for wheelchair
accesses.

General Arrangment & Topic Filed

By Harry Powell
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In conclusion, my aim is to understand fully
the desired outcomes for staff and users of
the facility and to translate this into design
such that these outcomes are achieved
intuitively.

sight (secondary care is hospitals)
UHD/Christchurch -University hospitals Dorset

16.6M

Ground Floor

Multi-purpose rooms equally will have full IT
capabilities to allow for “In person “group
work, but also be flexible enough to easily
achieve “Virtual” Group consultations which
will feature heavily in new ways of working.

Waiting Areas

The building design has a court yard in the centre
(Not finished)
Surface area
Ground floor 1510 M’s
1st floor 855 M’s
Courtyard 302 M’s

Stairs

d

g Roa

Conference Room
Research Labs

Storage
Toliets
Kitchen/Decompression Area

•
•

Design and build a primary care and community facility.
This should be able to accommodate primary care and community care services.

•
•

Have capacity do deal with what is required now but also an element of future proofing
Aim to utilise modern technologies to facilitate effective and efficient care

•
•

Door Ways
Sitting/ working spaces
Stairs

d

Issues:

Shower, Changing Room

Avon

The issues will relate to the physical space available and the
changing way in which services are delivered
I need to understand the changes noted during the pandemic

Scale 1:500

which can radically alter patterns of care delivery
•
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Sketch-up Model

Trends:
• There are trends involving greater use of IT and remote consultation
• There is a need to consider higher levels of hygiene and infection control
•
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Lo r in

1st Floor

Lo r in
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The managers office looks
over the courtyard, it has
been designed with space
for a small storage and a
large desk for small
meetings and work.

CHRISTCHURCH

Multi purpose
room

Technology will be used to allow no touch
entrance ways and exits, as well as no touch
movement through different spaces and
rooms within the build.

A fH

Shower &
Managers changing
room
Office

The seating will be a very
similar design to to that in the
consulting rooms and waiting
areas on the ground floor.

C
lo
an tonse

Clinical areas will be created “Fully IT
capable”. New styles of working dictate that
clinicians moving forward will use a mixture
of “In-person” and “Virtual “contacts to best
manage demand with constrained resources.
Clinicians working from any space must have
available all options.

Project Concept

m
or

My design will incorporate natural light,
and I will design in laminar air flow systems
bringing good quality fresh air into all
parts of the building to reduce airborne
transmission of infection.

Integral to my design will be positioning of
different spaces and in-built features which
by default will aid reduction of infection
transmission.

HARRY POWELL

N

Regarding infection control, I will
concentrate on the different vectors
by which infection can spread and use
technology to minimise risk. The pandemic
has taught us the importance of transmission
by touch, aerosol spread and the risks
relating to factors common inside buildings.

I will use materials that not only aid visual
navigation but also have appropriate hard
surface characteristics ideal for minimising
infection spread. These will be best suited
for cleansing and sterilisation that may
be required but will retain an aesthetic
pleasure.

Also changing methods of delivery at a scale (group consultation)

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH
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TOM PRITCHARD

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

GROW TOGETHER

A cognitive impairment daycare centre
and residency, focusing on supporting and
encouraging social interaction to combat
loneliness and isolation for those living with
dementia.
In the UK, the ageing population is
rapidlyincreasing, with around two-thirds
experiencing long-term health problems or
adisability such as dementia.
It has been indicated that the number
ofpeople living with dementia in the UK
willincrease to one million by 2025.
A survey conducted by Alzheimer’s
Societyfound 61% of people living with
dementia felt lonely. Therefore, there is an
increasing demand for healthcare facilities

to addressthe needs of those living with
dementia.
Designed to become a role model
facility, Grow Together is a cognitive
impairmentdaycare centre and residency
situatedin Christchurch,Dorset.
A user-centred design approach has been
applied, focusing on supporting and
encouraging social interaction to combat
loneliness and isolation for those living with
dementia.
Grow Together achieves this through
the design of the centre’s layout, a set
of socialspaces connected via a circular
walkway, and a dementia friendly wayfinding
system allowing for free-flowing movement,

TOM PRITCHARD

independence, and sociability. Theses social
spaces consist of activity rooms, communal
dining, lounges, quiet zones and corridors featuring bookcases with integrated seating.
A sensory garden aided by technology
provides the collective activity of growing
produce, promoting sustainability and
community.
Grow Together aims to become a pillar of
the local community, providing activities
for residents, day visitors and the public
to integrate and come together, helping to
raise the awareness of dementia and combat
loneliness and isolation for those living with
it.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
SOCIABLE LAYOUT DESIGN

THE TOPIC

The plan on the right demonstrates how the design of the centre’s layout succeeds in encouraging
movement and social interaction. For the user to visit each of the main areas they have to use the
central walkway (shown in green), providing opportunities for chance interactions. Residents are
encouraged to venture out from their bedrooms as the activity and dining facilities are located at the
opposite end of the building. The central courtyard garden and day activity space also contain
journey loops where all user types meet.

In the UK the aging population is rapidly increasing with around two thirds experiencing long-term
health problems or a disability such as dementia. It has been indicated that one million people in the
UK will be living with dementia by 2025 (Alzheimer’s Research UK, 2018b). Of those currently
living with dementia, 61% say they experience loneliness and isolation (Alzheimer’s Society, 2012).
Therefore, there is an increasing demand for care centres that provide support and opportunities for
social interaction, which address the needs of those living with dementia, such as loneliness.

The image below illustrates how the three key social areas: sensory courtyard garden, dining area,
and day activity space encourages social interaction and mobility. Large tables for dining and
activities as well as bookcases and seating along corridors invite people to come together, whilst
dining huts provide intimate eating environments. The courtyard garden enclosed by glass increases
visibility encouraging people to join others.

Every three minutes 52%
someone in the UK develops dementia
(Alzheimer’s Research UK, 2018a)

of the UK public know someone
diagnosed with dementia

USER JOURNEY ROUTES

(Alzheimer’s Research UK, 2018c)

One million

6 in 10

(Alzheimer’s Research UK, 2018b)

(Alzheimer’s Society, 2019)

people in the UK will be living
with dementia by 2025

1. Residents’ Lounge
2. Smart Touch Screen
3. To Residents’ Bedrooms
4. Quiet room
5. Bookcase with integrated seating
6. Fish Pond
7. Vegetable Planters
8. Alcove Seating with Garden Views

people with dementia experience
loneliness and isolation

9. Hydroponics
10. Dining Huts
11. Kitchen Service
12. Open Activity Table
13. Moveable Storage
14. Visitor Cafe
15. Adaptable Activity Room
16. Accessible W/C

Residents and day visitors with dementia
Subject to isolation and loneliness
Memory loss
Language diiculties
Behavioural changes
Reduced concentration
Diiculty with decision making
Reduced problem-solving skills
Visual impairments
Underlying health issues
Reduced mobility
Decreased visuospatial skills
Assisted care and support

Accommodation Response

. Activity spaces - brings inclusion, increases social
interaction, combating loneliness, provides support
. Communal dining - provides meals, a regular routine,
spaces to congregate, increases social interaction
. Outdoor spaces and gardens - area for social interaction,
increases mobility, exercise and wellbeing
. Communal lounge - area to relax, increase social interaction
and engagement
. Resident en-suite bedrooms - personal space, assisted
living, independence, preserve dignity
. Public cafeteria - integrates the local community with the

STAFF
CENTRAL WALKWAY
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INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY

USERS TYPES AND NEEDS

DAY VISITORS
RESIDENTS

Interactive projections

A feature of the activity area is the Tovertafel, an interactive projection device featuring games that
have been developed speciﬁcally for people with cognitive impairments, allowing for people in the
later stages of dementia to connect and play with their surroundings. The games are played in groups
encouraging sensory stimulation and movement, boosting social interaction (Tovertafel, 2020).

Touchscreen Hub

To help people with dementia negotiate memory loss, touchscreen smart displays will be
incorporated into the design. The touchscreens will act as a hub that will allow the user to
be able to set reminders, video call family and friends and provide the users with a list of
activities, where they will be and what time they will be on. Lunch and dinner menus would
also be available to access. This takes away the stress of not being able to recall information
and provides a system where the user can access information independently, which is not
only beneﬁcial to the person with dementia but also to the care staa.

Gardening, hydroponics and plant sensors

Tovertafel Table

A sensory
senso garden features space for vegetable beds and a hydroponics system allowing the
users of the centre to grow their own produce. This activity encourages exercise and social
interaction whilst increasing mobility and providing purpose for the residents and day care
visitors. The produce grown will supply nutritious food for the centre’s meals making this a
self-sustainable model that delivers numerous health beneﬁts and economic values for the
centre. To help people with dementia and staa to maintain the garden and hydroponic
system, sensors will be incorporated into the plants soil and water. The sensors will monitor
pla and vegetables nutrient, light and moisture levels. Information gathered by the
the plants
sensors will be sent to the touchscreen hubs displaying what is required for each plant bed.
Alerts will occur when levels are low and action is required. This is another example of
technology being used to aide people with dementia cope with memory loss.

A unique and pioneering dementia friendly wayﬁnding system
Research into the eeects of cognitive impairment indicates that landmarks are easier to
remember than directions. Pictures, objects and colour are useful to help people ﬁnd their
way around. Landmarks should be salient and unique (Wiener, 2020).
To aid navigation along the centre’s corridors and central walkway, a pioneering wayﬁnding
system has been designed in collaboration with level 5 BA Graphic Design students (Ashley
and Allaway, 2020). The system, featuring a collection of posters and wallpapers, has been
implemented at key areas where directional decisions are required. Due to the coastal and
riverside location of the centre the posters are based on a nautical and nature theme.

Future centres can draw inspiration from their local surroundings, making each collection of
posters unique to the locality of that centre. To complete the system, doors and handrails are
coloured to deﬁne areas and a set of icons have been created for entry points and signage.
The icons are dark grey and white, providing contrast for those with visual impairments
which increases legibility.
This modern, user centred approach to wayﬁnding allows for independence, encouraging
free-ﬂowing movement and sociability, combating isolation and loneliness amongst those
living with dementia.

“Which way to the salon?”
“Head for the lighthouse and
turn right at the green leaves.”

residents and day visitors whilst raising the awareness of
dementia, and increasing social interaction
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MOHAMMED HASAN
RINCHHDIWALA

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

THE BREATHING MACHINE A FACTORY
OF SMOG REDUCTION

The Breathing Factory is set in Milan 2050.
The project is located in Bruzzano, Milan.
The project is a continuation of a group
urban study conducted in previous semester.
Analysing the current situation of the
global climatic condition, our urban study
group came forward with a scenario of
overwhelming air pollution.
Milan, being one of the major cities in
Europe is also home to numerous industries.
The presence of these industries has greatly
helped the economy and development of
Milan, but they have also been one of the
main contributors of environmental pollution
of the city.

The final phase of the project is to introduce
residential areas on the site. The residential
areas are constructed with the aim of
rehousing the people who are displaced due
to worsening climatic condition.

MOHAMMED HASAN RINCHHDIWALA

In the proposed scenario, this is projected to
get a lot worse and hence a holistic solution
is needed to tackle this problem.
The design proposal is a small step in
reversing the climate change. It is designed
with aspiration that if it is successful in the
immediate context, it can be replicated in
various parts of the city, as well the country.
It aims at eliminating or at least alleviating
the root of the problem rather than finding
methods to cure the ailments caused by it.

For the purposes of this competition, only
the first phase of the masterplan is shown.
The main aim of the design project is
mitigation of smog.
Smog in Milan is one of the major
contributor of breathing related health
issues in the city.
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A

Offices

Meeting
Room

Lab

Meeting
Room

Chemical
Cold Storage Storage

B

Fertilizers/
Compost

B

Growing Spaces
Hydroponic Room

Control
Room

Equipment
Storage

Nutrient
Room

Control
Room

Utility
CloakRoom

Reception
Cafe

Kitchen

The industries in the city greatly multiplied
after the second world war, in order to
rebuild the economy of the country. As a
group, we speculated that, post Covid-19,
there will be a similar push toward
industrialisation and this would contribute
greatly toward the worsening environmental
state of the city.

Fertilizers/
Compost

Vertical Farming
Area

Chemical Storage

Storage

Offices

A

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

COTONEASTER

AGLAONEMA

SMOG ABSORBENT PLANT
X

FOOD PRODUCING PLANT
Y

Vertical Growing Area

Classroom

The urban study proposal, I proposed is a
threefold masterplan. The design project
focuses on the first phase of the masterplan.

Open Plan studio
Horizontal Growing Area

Classroom

WHEAT XY
Vertical Growing Area

Storage
Services

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

The first phase, is to create a genetic
research laboratory on the site, which could
study certain plant species which are more
tolerant to harsher environmental conditions
and also the plants which absorb smog and
filters air in small quantity and if these
qualities can be transferred to different
species of plants by genetic engineering.
The second phase of the masterplan is to
improve the air quality around the site by
extensively planting the trees and plants
being researched in the laboratory and also
introduction of additional landscaping and
agricultural areas on the site.

A fH

POTATO XY

SEED STAGE

XX

SMOG ABSORPTION STAGE

Site

XY

LAYOUT

YX

FLOWERING

Bruzzano

The proposed project aims to create
a genetic research laboratory in
Bruzzano, which is located in Urban
Periphery of Milan. The research lab
will conduct genetic research on plants
which can naturally absorb NOx
particles and clean the air and combine
their smog absorption properties with
other plants and create hybrid plants
which can be planted throughout the
city to not only reduce smog but also
provide a better yield of crops through
selective breeding. On success of
the first lab, three more units are to
be constructed in the sites shown.

The layout of the scheme follows an AB grid of
distribution of served and service area. Each service
area has spaces which are aimed at assisting smooth
functioning of the served area. The service areas
are at multiple levels in order to house services
such as water filtration, solar power generation etc.

The diagrams above show a few
of the selected plants which will
undergo genetic engineering and
tested extensively in the growing
areas in the lab. After successful
testing, they can be distributed to
the city council and also locals who
can plant them through the city and
hence improving air quality of Milan.
This will greatly help in reducing the
number of sicknesses and deaths
caused by the toxic air in the city.
The project rather than treating a
disease aims at preventing it, by
tackling the problem at the very root.

SECTION BB

J

I

A

B

H

C

G

D

E

F

1. Offices
2.Service Tower
3. Growing Areas
4.Genetic Lab
5. Educational Area
6. Offices

A. Chemical Storage
B. Cold Storage
C. Solar Chimney
D. Compost Storage
E. W/C
F. Discharge
G. Water Filtration
H. Air Filtration
I. Server Room
J. Storage

5
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2

2

2

2
6
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SECTION AA
Milan City centre

GENETIC RESEARCH

LABORATORY GROWING

SOIL BASED GROWING
HYDROPONICS

DISTRIBUTION

URBAN FARMING
FOOD PRODUCTION WAREHOUSE

MILAN
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Primary User types

MARY RIVERA		

MARY RIVERA

Bournemouth Beach Huts

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

AFH DESIGN FOR HEALTH MARY RIVERA
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CHRISTCHURCH PAEDIATRIC HOSPITAL

CHRISTCHURCH PAEDIATRIC
HOSPITAL

Families

Patients (children aged 3-15)

Medical and Supportive staff
Christchurch Paediatric Centre By Mary Rivera
Technology in Health: A service design proposal to applying
new technologies within the paediatric healthcare unit
into a more accessible, community-oriented and providing
a therapeutic experience for children’s and family.

Problem

Process

Solution

Apathy toward children and family mental health and lack of

During this process I will be investigating,

My solution is to install self-serving kiosks allowing the

staff facilities to accommodate the current and future needs of

Service technologies in improving the burden

patients and family to take control of their mental and physical

patients. Research has shown that children feel alienated and

of healthcare facilities, and various precedents

health, integrating activities that benefit patient and families.

under lots of stress within hospitals, as current hospitals do not

to inform my community and therapeutic

Improving the Staff workspaces by digitising data collection

AFH SUBMISSION MARY RIVERA GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

provide communal activities to accommodate the needs of the

oriented design.

Primary care Zone
1 - Consultation
2 -Examination
3 -Diagnostics
4 -Treatment
5- Storage
6 -Multi-Use
7- WC
8 -Office

as a priority within the Paediatric health care sector.
AFH SUBMISSION MARYY RIVERA SITE ANALYSIS

SITE ANALYSIS

03

Staff
entrance

Public Zone
Main Entrance

9 -Self Serving Kiosk
10 -Waiting/ Play Area
11 -Interior Courtyard
12-Family Resource Centre

Staff Zone
Secondary
entrance

Level One plan

Within my design I incorporated
Therapy zones on the first level of
the building. Providing acoustic privacy and a large open space to experience a multitude of activities.

Figure 3: Greenery

There are also statues dotted around
the building formed as a trail - promoting the patients and families a
fun activity that explores the interiors and exterior of the building.

Site Location: Christchurch Hospital Car Park
Fairmille Rd, Christ church

From these figures, we can analyse the site density, landscape, pedestrian traffic and accessibility. The area surrounding Christchurch
Hospital is dominated by residential, accommodative and a variety of health care buildings from all sides of the main site building

A fH

. In figure 2 we can see that there are strong transport links by Car, Bus and bike.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH
South Elevation Existing

East Elevation Existing

Isometric of Building
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Vudafieri Saverino Four
Kindergarten

suites that each have a
specialised care unit

Image Ho

3

From the south elevation we can identify the large windows that allow natural
light to penetrate through the therapy zones. As light is essential to make
patients feel more at ease and provide a comforting atmosphere.

Gymboree’s Play and music
Bournemouth Beach Huts

South Section

From My precedent studies I was inspired by
“Gymborees Play and music” forms and structure.
Inspiring my use of a curvy play stage and waiting

Therapy Zone

1 - Counselling
2 -Sensory Room
3- Music therapy
4- Art Therapy
Fire exits

Figure 2 : Path, roads and Nodes

Nan tong Amber
Technology
The Primary care
zone is split into three

2

10

12

7

space.

From my south Section we can see the play area that provides a space where
children can interact with other patients. As well as providing parents with
space for waiting and close supervision of their children.

Image Holders

3

implement Nantong Amber technology within the
play space. It softens the walls and could add colour
to space.
Image holders medical Kiosk serves as a multi
-function solution. Within the design, it includes

2

10

Colour Palette

Colour Palette

From the North Section it shows that the toilets are nearby the waiting and play
space. I provided Adult and Children Toilets allowing children to not require
the assistance of their parents.

Technology
For Service technologies I have decided to

North Section

7

05

DEVELOPMENT
Primary Care Zoning

South Elevation

S1- Admin space
S2- Staff meeting
S3 -Staff changing
S4 -Staff rest

Rhino Trail

Figure 1: Solid and Void

AFH SUBMISSION MARY RIVERA DEVELOPMENT

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
Ground Floor plan

and Integration with social care workers. Putting mental health

patients and medical staff.

04

I took inspiration from Bournemouth Beach Huts as an

a printer. Providing users to print visitor badges,
assign practitioners and provide digital hospital
signage.

influence to my colour palette by muting the blues and
yellows to create a calmer atmosphere.

I took inspiration from Bournemouth Beach Huts as an
A R C H I T Eto
C Tmy
S FO
R H E Apalette
LTH
Student
influence
colour
by muting the blues
and Design Awards 2021
yellows to create a calmer atmosphere.

LAUREN ROGERS

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY CANCER
DAY CARE CENTRE

The main concept for this project is to
create a cancer care day centre.

privacy, however, still having more space in
the rooms to feel at ease.

The purpose for this day centre is for cancer
patients or somebody who has been affected
by cancer somehow, to have time to process
and relax after a diagnosis has been given.
Visitors should feel calm and comfortable in
this space.

On the other hand, public spaces are in
an open plan. Having an open plan allows
ambience to hit the space freely without
being too harsh to the eye. In this space
there are booths which allows conversing to
be semi-private, but visitors are still able to
socialise freely.

The centre itself has a semi open planned
feel to it so that nobody feels claustrophobic
or feel small in the space, it has just the
right amount of space. The ground floor is
for the visitors, this floor has a mixture of
private and public spaces for individuals to
use.
Private spaces will have acoustic panelling
inside the area so that there is a factor of

On the upper floor, staff areas are situated.
This means these areas will be easily
accessible to staff members since everything
is on one floor. Situated between private and
public spaces are the counselling rooms.
This space is for individuals to seek advice
and support, whether it’s for mental support
or financial support.

Integrating Technology
Cancer Day Care Centre

There will be a number of water closets
(male/female/disabled) so everyone can use
these facilities with comfort.
In the centre of the building, there is the
courtyard.It has a hexagonal structure
surrounded by smart glass, similar to the
booths indoors, however, this structure is
for activities such as, yoga and art. This is
due to the fact that those activities benefit
one’s mental health and physical health
with the added touch of benefits from the
nature outside. Surrounding the structure
will be seating and a lot of plants for added
advantages.
Overall, the centre is meant to feel like
a luxury area for visitors to use and feel
relaxed and take their mind off their own
stresses and comfortably live life during a
tough time in their lives.

Design Development
Design Precedents
Location

The main purpose of the centre is to provide support and aid to anyone who is or knows someone who is suffering with cancer, whilst making it a
relaxing and calming experience for each individual. Support from nature and smart technology will aid the well-being of each visitor and provide
mental and physical activities for all. Each visitor can enjoy activities such as yoga, art and gardening, which will boost their moods and health.

Zoning

Maggie’
s Leeds:
• Plants boost moods and reduce
stress levels
• Neutral wood tones are more
pleasing to the eye whilst still
providing texture and colour
• Open plan, less claustrophobic

Paths:
Main Road
Streets

Nodes:

Site Road

--- Railway

Floor Plan General Arrangement

Land Use:

Christchurch

Fire Station

Christchurch

Retail Parks

Hospital

Train Station

Hospital

Schools

Site

Roundabout

Site

Fire Station

Cemetery

Intersections

Cemetery

It will be a new build located in
the South East of England in
Christchurch, next to Christchurch
Hospital (East of Bournemouth.)
The site is nearby to many local
amenities, this includes cafes, retail
stores and restaurants within a 5
min drive of the hospital. There
is also a train station 15 min walk
away from the hospital.
Public transport (including bus
stops) is located along streets.
The existing plans have been given
to the group to start
visualising the building.

Concept
Every two minutes someone in the UK is diagnosed with cancer each day. With a rise of cases, the NHS needs to provide outstanding support and
care during a stressful time in someone’
s life.

LAUREN ROGERS

Proposal

Maggie’
s Oldham:
• Large amount of natural light and
use of nature, improves mental
and physical health
• Use of pops of colours so the
centre is still eye-catching without
causing a visual headache
• Open plan, less claustrophobic
Edge:
Water Areas
(Rivers)

Districts

Green Space
(Nature Reserve,
Playing Fields)

Long Section General Arrangement

Technology Precedents
The Illuminated Light Project was an
inspiration for wayfinding in the centre

We also offer services for visitors who need some support and advice, whether that is metal health support or financial support. We have staff for
specialised areas.
The site is located in Christchurch, Bournemouth surrounded other buildings such as the hospital and residential properties.

Each section in the centre will be
colour coded and placed on a map to
make wayfinding easier.

The Forth Valley Royal Hospital uses
acoustic pannelling in the ceilings
to provide more privacy in rooms.
Acoustic panelling will be used in
mainly private and couselling rooms
Digital shadow model using SketchUp and PhotoShop
in interaction
the centre
for
more
confidentiality.
There is indoor and outdoor interaction in the centre. Indoor
includes
spaces
for socialising
in public, private or semi-private areas and outdoor
interaction includes activities such as yoga, art and gardening sessions, which have healing effects bothe mentally and physically.These activities can also
be held indoor in specific areas which will have smart glass to segregate activities from other on-going activities.

A fH
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Walls surrounding the courtyard will be smart glass for individuals to feel comfortable with sitting and enjoying the outdoor areas without having to worry
about other visitors inside
the centre.
f
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There will also be a smaller structure in the sentre of the courtyard for activities to be held in, for visitors to get in touch with nature whilst attending yoga
or art sessions.
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JULIA RAYNE RONDINONE
UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
BA (Hons) Architecture

The brief asks for a pavilion centered
around student wellbeing for the Univer-sity
of Huddersfield that promotes ‘activity’
related to any of the 8 branches of
wellbeing.

HOUSE OF CHI

In this particular proposal, the chosen
branches are emotional and spiritual
wellness - more specifically; chi and the
ways in which it can be understood and
enhanced.
As the study year progresses, the types of
stress students endure changes, and as a
result, the types of solutions and stimuli
required to balance negative energies
Despite its rough exterior palette, the light
change. The initial motivation
this interior is like
neutral basefor
of the pavilion’s
a warm hug. The lobby is simple and offers
proposal was based on a personal
desire
opportunities, allowing guests to choose
a journey
they feel
most comfortable exto create the spaces I wish
I had
available
ploring. It is the center of building, acting as
a guide and
and familiar
point of reference
during my time at university
living
in a - a
space never short of a helping hand. Heatstudent accommodation. ed floors are used throughout the building
as most of the rooms offer and encourage

activities on or close to the ground.
Anwèi Jia (宗教關係)is a safe
place, a
Cross-building corridors segment each
temporary escape from the
pressures and
theme to allow for a chance to regroup
thoughts. These
spacesa
create
straightdisruptions of everyday student
life,
home
forward and absolute paths to serenity
despite physically
being dead ends.
away from home. This pavilion’s
purpose
is to help each individual find peace with
themselves and bond with their surroundings
in a tranquil and encouraging environment a home of comfort.

It is the center of building, acting as a guide
and familiar point of reference - a space
never short of a helping hand. Heated floors
are used throughout the building as most of
the rooms offer and encourage activities on
or close to the ground.

The autumn activity quarter representing
the beginning of university encourages
exercising hobbies as well as foster
collaboration and friend-making that will
help carry students through the tougher
winter period.

Cross-building corridors segment each theme
to allow for a chance to regroup thoughts.
These spaces create straightforward and
absolute paths to serenity despite physically
being dead ends.

In winter, student-only massages, yoga and
tai chi offer stress-free and inclusive spaces
to boost overall physical wellbeing and
alleviate inevitable built-up pressure.

The Soul Tower stands apart from the rest of
the structure as a multi-level medi-ation and
prayer space with expansive views of the
valley’s colourful perimeter and landmarks.
It’s counterpart, the Reflection void exposed to the open air and left unfinished
- obstructs the surrounding commotion to
allow students a brief moment alone with
the shallow water and imagine themselves
elsewhere.

JULIA RAYNE RONDINONE

During the spring period of final revisions
and getting lost in the stress of constant
studying. The Twilight Room offers a
solution, a brief escape and a reminder to
close the laptop for a short while and rest
- to watch the clouds drift by and enjoy a
moment of warm stillness.

1. Lobby
2. Consulation
3. Earth Lounge
4. Yoga Studio
5. Twilight Room
6. Massage Rooms
7. Quiet Reflection Commons
8. Soul Tower
9. Reflection Void
10. Private Study
11. Individual Activity Room
12. Group Activity Room
13. Toilets
14. Storage
15. Utility and Plant Room

Wuxing, also known as the Five Elements,
or “the five types of chi” is a fivefold
conceptual scheme that many traditional
Chinese fields use to explain a wide array
of phenomena. These metaphysics explored
in traditional practices give way to a
structured approach in creating comfort
architecture with specific calming elements,
views, and activities.
Despite its rough exterior palette, the light
neutral base of the pavilion’s interior is
like a warm hug. The lobby is simple and
offers opportunities, allowing guests to
choose a journey they feel most comfortable
exploring.
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TINCA RUSU

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
BA(Hons) Architecture

SPIRITUAL WELLNESS CENTER

The architectural proposal was developed in
response to the theme of Wellbeing for the
student experience whilst at the university
of Huddersfield during 2021, for the
dpartment of ADA (Art Design Architecture).
The theme focuses on an aspect that can
contribute towards creating an architectural
experience that supports and questions the
idea of wellbeing in our current times.
The centre is an informal place where
students can come and gather and share
their experiences around any issues relating
to personal wellbeing.

healing to modern society by addressing
physical, mental, emotional problems and
wounds. The Spiritual Wellness Center aims
to provide a serene sensory experience in
contrast to the dense surrounding urban
environment.
Being a place for the practice of yoga
and meditation, the space is neutral and
relaxed. Nature and environment act as
the main protagonists, integrating interior
spaces and landscape. The interior functions
include: a reception and consultation area,
a Vegan café with a library/ reading area,

Quiet private rooms- a personal space where
one can retreat and reflect, one indoor and
two separate outdoor yoga and meditation
spaces, a common room- bringing together
students and community, and a patio
surrounded by nature, featuring a beautiful
view of the Huddersfield Canal.
The result is a space of captivating
calmness, cloaked in quiet contentment achieving an atmosphere that is propitious
for meditation practices and the individual
achievement of MINDFULNESS.

TINCA RUSU

SPIRITUAL WELLNESS CENTER
The architectural proposal was developed in response to the theme of
Wellbeing for the student experience whilst at the university of Huddersfield
during 2021, for the department of ADA (Art Design Architecture). The
theme focuses on an aspect that can contribute towards creating an
architectural experience that supports and questions the idea of wellbeing
in our current times. The centre is an informal place where students can
come and gather and share their experiences around any issues relating to
personal wellbeing. The proposal cumulates in creating a Contemporary
Pavilion Building type structure, whose unique spatial and formal character
allows for spaces where students can celebrate, perform, sustain, inform,
play, reflect, and commemorate. Spirituality was chosen as the central
event represented by the building. Spirituality is about our connection to
something bigger than ourselves, it’s about living with a sense of inner
peace and self-fulfilment, it’s about our mental models and having a set of
values, principles, morals and beliefs that provide a sense of purpose and
meaning to life, then using those principles to guide our actions. Spiritual
wellbeing can be achieved through different methods and activities such
as meditation, yoga, healthy eating, spending time in nature, reading and
reflecting, and many more. The proposed building has spaces which can
accommodate such activities.
The Spiritual Wellness Center explores the idea of achieving mental
wellbeing through the practice of mindfulness, yoga, and meditationexercises to relax the body and mind, help reduce stress and therefore
bring healing to modern society by addressing physical, mental, emotional
problems and wounds. The Spiritual Wellness Center aims to provide a
serene sensory experience in contrast to the dense surrounding urban
environment.
Being a place for the practice of yoga and meditation, the space is
neutral and relaxed. Nature and environment act as the main protagonists,
integrating interior spaces and landscape. The interior functions include:
a reception and consultation area, a Vegan café with a library/ reading
area, Quiet private rooms- a personal space where one can retreat and
reflect, one indoor and two separate outdoor yoga and meditation spaces,
a common room- bringing together students and community, and a patio
surrounded by nature, featuring a beautiful view of the Huddersfield Canal.
The result is a space of captivating calmness, cloaked in quiet contentment
- achieving an atmosphere that is propitious for meditation practices and
the individual achievement of MINDFULNESS.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

TINCA RUSU• University of Huddersfield •School of Art, Design and Architecture

The proposal cumulates in creating a
Contemporary Pavilion Building type
structure, whose unique spatial and formal
character allows for spaces where students
can celebrate, perform, sustain, inform,
play, reflect, and commemorate.
RECEP TION

Spirituality was chosen as the central event
represented by the building. Spirituality is
about our connection to something bigger
than ourselves, it’s about living with a
sense of inner peace and self-fulfilment, it’s
about our mental models and having a set of
values, principles, morals and beliefs that
provide a sense of purpose and meaning to
life, then using those principles to guide our
actions.

COMMON ROOM

The entrance from Queen Street leads to the reception, here is also Next to the reception, is the common room, which also has an access
located a small office area for private enquiries and a locker area where from the cafe. The common room has a tv and sofa area, a table area
both for eating or socialising. Here are also located lavatories and the
visitors can leave their coats.
plant room.

Spiritual wellbeing can be achieved through
different methods and activities such as
meditation, yoga, healthy eating, spending
time in nature, reading and reflecting,
and many more. The proposed building
has spaces which can accommodate such
activities.
The Spiritual Wellness Center explores the
idea of achieving mental wellbeing through
the practice of mindfulness, yoga, and
meditation- exercises to relax the body and
mind, help reduce stress and therefore bring

THE QUIET ROOM

YOGA & MEDITATION ROOM

4 private areas with access to only one person per area, furnished with
plants, a comfortable chaise lounge, a small coffee table and with views
to the garden. Visitors can grab a coffee from the vegan cafe or a book
from the small library retreat in the quiet rooms for a more private, relaxing
atmosphere. The 4 quiet rooms can be accessed from the vegan cafe.

The first yoga room, located in the east side of the building, is accessed
from the cafe and book area. The two separate buildings are also spaces
designed for yoga and meditation, having the best views of the canal
and the garden. Being located apart from the whole building, the spaces
have little to no noise pollution, and maximum daylight exposure, making
the space an ideal yoga and meditation place. All yoga rooms can be
used for groups of 15-20 people.

VEGAN CAFE

READING AREA

The entrance from the Barbara Hepworth Building leads to a big space On the east wing of the cafe is located a reading area. The cafe and the
with a Vegan Cafe where students can have a variety of healthy plant reading area can be accessed from the common room and it leads to
the quiet rooms and the east side of the building.
based meals.
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YASH SHETTY

ANGLIA RUSKIN UNIVERSITY
BA (Hons) Architecture

ORGANICAQUA

“Right now we are facing a manmade disaster of global scale, our
greatest threat in thousands of
years: climate change. If we don’t
take action, the collapse of our
civilization and the extinction of
much of the natural world is on the
horizon.”

ourselves on a global scale. If the world’s
population were stable, we might have a
chance to reverse these trends, but the
world’s population is growing and shows no
signs of slowing down.

We must embrace scientific methods of
resolving our food supply issues, such as
vertical urban farming methods that use
hydroponics, aquaponics, fish farming and
aeroponics to grow food locally, and we
- Sir David Attenborough
must particularly celebrate our rivers and
oceans. We are proposing a new global
brand of co-living co-working communities
The problem confronting the planet is
comprised of a diversity of À shermen and
straightforward: we must change our
women, vertical growers, chefs, scientists,
current lifestyle and behaviours on a global
nutritionists, educators, and researchers,
scale. Our current way of life on Earth is
with the aim of establishing a vibrant public
unacceptable. The Earth’s land and natural
gathering place connected to the sustainable
resources“Right
are now
limited.
we are facing a man-made disaster of global scale, our greatest threat in thousands of years:
climate change. If we don't take action, the collapse fish
of ourfarming
civilization industry.
and the extinction of much of the
We have already depleted these
natural resources.
world is on the horizon.”- Sir David Attenborough
We must learn to love and nurture the food
We have polluted
the atmosphere, rivers,
The problem confronting the planet is straightforward: we must change our current lifestyle and behaviours
we grow.The
According
to natural
Dr. Emoto,
he
on ato
global
Ourthat
current
wayfuel
of life we
on Earth is unacceptable.
Earth's land and
resources
areargued
and oceans
thescale.
point
the
We have already depleted these resources. We
havethe
polluted
the atmosphere,
andan
oceans
that
human
mind canrivers,
have
influence
rely on tolimited.
support
the
world’s
population
to the point that the fuel we rely on to support the world’s population is no longer usable. Increased carbon
with devastating
the environment
around it and
that
emissions
and forest
destruction
have created a potentially
void in our atmosphere's
O-zone
is no longer
usable.
Increased
carbon
layer, resulting in climate change, which has in turn caused
a has
seriesaofmemory.
associated disasters
that are now will
water
This
experiment
emissionsdangerously
and forest
destruction have
out of control. On a fundamental level, the ice caps are melting, and as a result, sea levels are
Emoto’s
hypothesis.
threatening
many citiesvoid
around
with devastating
ﬂooding.
Tsunamis, tornadoes, cycreated aincreasing,
potentially
devastating
in the world prove
clones, droughts, deforestation, freezing winters, facilitating new infectious diseases, increased temperatures,
our atmosphere’s
O-zone
layer,
resulting
in
and changes in the global environment of diseases and
nature's
seasons are all
becoming3more
common.
The
experiment
contains
airtight
jars with
Farmers arewhich
increasingly
to use
conventional
methods in this sense, challenging our ability
climate change,
hasunable
in turn
caused
a agricultural
equal
of rice
water.
Each jar
to feed ourselves on a global scale. If the world's population
wereamounts
stable, we might
haveand
a chance
to reverse
series of associated
that
arepopulation
now is growing
thesedisasters
trends, but the
world's
shows
signslabel.
of slowing down.
will and
have
itsno
own
dangerously out of control.
We must embrace scientiﬁc methods of resolving our food supply issues, such as vertical urban farming methJar 1 will be “Loved” Jar 2 will be “Hate”
ods that use hydroponics, aquaponics, ﬁsh farming and aeroponics to grow food locally, and we must parOn a fundamental
level, the ice caps are
and the
final
jarbrand
will of
beco-living
“Ignore”.
ticularly celebrate our rivers and oceans. We are proposing
a new
global
co-working
melting, and
as a result,
sea
communities
comprised
of alevels
diversity are
of ﬁshermen and women, vertical growers, chefs, scientists, nutritionists,
educators, and researchers, with the aim of establishingThe
a vibrant
public gathering
connected to
the last for
duration
for thisplace
experiment
will
increasing,
threatening many cities around
sustainable ﬁsh farming industry.
30 days. At the end of 30 days, you would
the world with devastating flooding.
must learn to love and nurture the food we grow. expect
Accordingno
to Dr.
Emoto,found
he argued
human jar.
mould
onthat
thethe
“Love”
tsunamis,We
tornadoes,
cyclones, droughts,
mind can have an inﬂuence with the environment around it and that water has a memory. This experiment
will prove Emoto’s hypothesis.
deforestation, freezing winters, facilitating
The “Hate” jar will contain mould, but it
new infectious
diseases,
increased
The experiment
contains
3 airtight jars with equal amounts
of ricebe
andnothing
water. Each
jar will have its
would
compared
toown
thelable.
“Ignore”
Jar 1 willand
be “Loved”
Jar 2 in
will the
be “Hate”
and the ﬁnal jar will be “Ignore. The duration for this experiment will
temperatures,
changes
global
Jar.
This
experiment
proves
that
in
the
last for 30 days. At the end of 30 days, you would expect no mold found on the “Love” jar. The “Hate” jar will
environment
of diseases
container
mold, but itand
wouldnature’s
be nothing compared toprocess
the “Ignore”
This experiment
provesshow
that inthe
the same
ofJar.
aquaponics
if you
process
aquaponics more
if you show
the same love and care to the ﬁshes you can expect to the vegetables to
seasons are
all of
becoming
common.
love and care to the fish you can expect to

YASH SHETTY

After Day 30, the results can be clearly
seen. In the love jar, there is no sort of
colour being changed and no mould has been
detected. In the Hate jar there is change
in colour but with the original hypothesis
stating that mould would be formed, so
mould was detected. However, I believe due
to the sudden change of climate and it being
cold there could have been some variables
that could have been affected.
However, the ignore jar there is a significant
change as to compared to the love and hate
jar. There was mould found with the colour
of the rice slowly changing.

https://youtu.be/lR5Vk6p-FEo

grow much healthier. After Day 30, the results can be clearly seen. In the love jar, there is no sort of colour be-

ing changed and no mold has been detected. In the Hate
there is change
colour but
with the
original
thejarvegetables
toingrow
much
healthier.
Farmers are
increasingly unable to use
hypothesis stating that mold would be formed, so mold was detected. However, I believe due to the sudden
conventional
agricultural
this
change
of climate andmethods
it being coldin
there
could have been some variables that could have been affected.
However, the ignore jar there is a signiﬁcant change as to compared to the love and hate jar. There was mold
sense, challenging
our ability to
feed
found with the colour of the rice slowly changing.
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REBECCA SMITH

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

DIRTBAG CATHEDRAL CLIMBING
CENTRE FOR HEALTH AND WELLBEING

Rock climbing is a sport with many strata
and many benefits.
There are multiple types of climbing
games, as outlined by Lito Tejades-Flores
in games climbers play. These games are
no more than a set of restrictions for the
player – bouldering being the strictest of
these games, allowing only the use of the
body and the rock, and alpine expeditions
allowing the use of any equipment necessary
to get to the top of the mountain.
This is because the use of equipment in
alpine climbing does not tip the scales of
success, merely prevent certain death – the
use of equipment while bouldering however
would be considered absurdity.
The sport reflects and highlights a contrast
between nature and technology, the concept
of the ‘dirtbag’ within climbing being a
demonstration of this.
Climbing is just as beneficial mentally
as well as physically – offering a ‘unique
combination of physical and mental health
benefits’ (NHS, 2021). The sport works all
muscle groups within the body – including
the back, abdominal muscles, fingers,
shoulders, arms and legs. Yet the sport is
also a strong mental work out.
This is because climbing requires mental
agility – it is essentially problem solving.
The climber has to carefully consider the
movements they will make up the wall/
rock – it involves concentration and planning
ahead, improving co-ordination and
proprioception. This allows the climber to
gain skills in confidence, mindfulness and
building confidence and self esteem.

the line to the top, but also has to think
about the protection they will place within
the rock in order to save their fall. This
requires a huge amount of mental resilience
as one wrong move/wrong placement could
mean a fall and subsequent injury.
Bouldering requires the same level of
concentration and problem solving, yet is
physically more demanding due to the lack
of equipment used. Boulder problems are
much shorter than a traditional rock climb,
usually around 5 metres high.
Dirtbag Cathedral is a dynamic space in
which users can experience the extreme
bodily sport of rock climbing. The centre
combines traditional rock climbing and
bouldering with the climbing of alpine

The main structure and central climbing
tower are the areas in which users can
take part in traditional rock climbing
and bouldering; the strands that wrap
around these areas are designated virtual/
augmented reality spaces.
These strands with holodeck technology
provide users with the experience of an
alpine expedition; the nature of the mixed
reality aspect of these strands allows the
user to participate from anywhere in the
world, meaning that the structure can be
accessed remotely.

1

2

Site Plan - Not to Scale

3

A

Within traditional rock climbing (‘trad’),
the mental aspect is of utmost importance;
the climber not only has to work out the
required moves to get from the bottom of
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expeditions through the use of virtual and
augmented reality.
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Bernard Tschumi - The Manhattan Transcripts

Experience //
THE DIRTBAG TRANSCRIPTS
‘Architecture is not simply about space and form, but also
about event, action and what happens in space’ (B. Tschumi).

Referring to the precedent of Bernard Tschumi’s ‘The Manhattan Transcripts’ the Dirtbag Transcripts
investigate the relationship between intangible effects produced by light and shadow through a
space and the use of this space. The series of drawings aims to speculate the representation of
these ‘shifting contingencies of the real’ (Allen, S. 2009).
Column A represents a ‘photo’ of the area of the Dirtbag Cathedral. Column B represents the 2
dimensional sectional drawing of this particular space. Column C represents the way in which the
space is used - here there are dotted lines up the structure to represent climbing lines, as well as
showing the paths on the floor. The fourth column aims to capture these ‘shifting contingencies of
the real’ (Allen, S. 2009) that are produced within the spaces of the Dirtbag Cathedral.

D

In Bernard Tschumi’s Episode 1 of the Manhattan Transcripts, he uses the plan drawing - the Dirtbag
Transcripts has opted for the sectional drawing - this is because the walls are an element of the
structure that are climbed, and have more relevance in terms of the way the spaces are experienced.
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ANA STAN

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

THE REALMS OF PLAY MENTAL
HEALTHCARE INSTITUTE

The current global challenges that we are
facing have had a significant impact on
the way in which the healthcare is being
delivered in the UK and worldwide.
Professionals had to adapt to a rapidly
changing environment that is currently
subjected to digital transformations.
The use of virtual means for carrying out
consultations and medical services has risen,
and these innovative approaches are here to
stay.
Reinventing the practices we discovered to
be malfunctioning during challenging times
in the healthcare system is vital for the
advancement of the medical field.
In a future in which technology will preside
over the medical procedures and practices,
the focus needs to be kept on the wellbeing
of the staff and patients. Therefore,
designing adaptable health care spaces
will help with increasing flexibility and
functionality in the continuously changing
high-tech spaces, fact which will help
humans to adapt to the dynamic digitization
process easy and effortless. Medical spaces
need to be adaptable to keep the pace with
the technological advancements.
The ‘’Realms of Play’’ social and mental
health care Institute will be located in
the town centre of Huddersfield. The
concept consists in creating two Hubs;
one representing a social sustainability
establishment and one approaching mental
care activities. Engaging in playful virtual
augmented reality environments will be the
focal point of the Institute, with the scope
of providing a better understanding about
mental health issues and involving users in
a journey for discovering positive mental
health.

A fH

It is well known that mental health concerns
can be eased through escaping reality in
games. Feelings of anxiety, depression
and even loneliness can be impacted in
a positive meaningful way through the
immersive VR and AR gaming experiences
created in the Realms of Play Institute.
The virtual environments are meant to
provide optimistic views to the player and to
influence his altered perspective about his
own uncertain future into a more promising,
positive, utopian vision.
The ‘’Realms of Play’’ unique, cuttingedge mental care Institute will shelter
holodeck spaces and as well indoor as
outdoor virtual exhibitions organized as
a Gaming Festival around the town. An
immersive gaming experience will give the
players the opportunity to create their own
architectural experience while rediscovering
themselves.
They also have the option to be analysed by
the Artificial Intelligence System and let it
create a deeply engaging environment for
the user to discover, based on his previous
lived events and past behaviours and
recollections.

ANA STAN

In this case, the user’s familiar objects and
settings are reinterpreted and recreated by
the AI with a futuristic touch and a hint of
mystery, offering the gamer the opportunity
to discover a completely new environment
for him in which he will at the same time
feel like he is relieving parts of his dearest
experiences but with a new futuristic look
that gives him a glimpse into the future and
creates unforgettable new encounters.

OVERALL INTEGRATED STRATEGY

Setting aside the ordinary perception of
familiar things results in playing and seems
like seeing the world with new eyes. The
importance of the Playing Ritual will be
brought to light through this Festival.
Perceiving anything as play has a great
influence on how we experiment spatial
possibilities in Architecture and how we
perceive the Universe and its spatiality.

SECTION

OVERALL INTEGRATED STRATEGY

The architectural components set up for the
exhibitions are reinterpretations of mundane
elements transposed into a utopic virtual
world of fantasy.

The two buildings representing the REALMS OF PLAY Institute were strategically placed after the careful consideration
of environmental factors. They are slightly rotated towards
one-another to create a welcoming green pedestrian piazza
filled with sitting and recreational spaces, as well as the outdoor Virtual Reality exhibition.
Locals, researchers, students and tourists can access the site
using the northern and eastern lengths of the site. The journey
on site is unique regardless of where one enters it. Everything
is easily accessible to disabled people. The connection to the
river is made by creating a walkway and sitting spaces on its
edge.

SECTION

The interior spaces have been assigned to suit the programme
needs of the clients and users. The access scheme was developed to be inclusive and easily approachable. Environmental conditions, surrounding buildings and the location of the
Colne River adjacent to the site, have influenced the land use
and programme distribution.
Sustainability is a great consideration of the ITT clients and
this is reflected in the design. The construction has well developed sustainable ventilation and lighting strategies, a high-performance facade, electricity generating elements and a thermal labyrinth system.
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DOUGLAS STEWART

NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

COMBATING LONELINESS THROUGH
CO‐HOUSING

STORE

Currently, within the UK, there is an
increasing problem of chronic loneliness
amongst the elderly population.
It is expected that in 2025 there will be
2 million people aged 50+ experiencing
loneliness, representing a 49% increase
within 10 years. This increase in loneliness
amongst the elderly is matched with the fact
that half a million older people regularly go
5 days without seeing or speaking to anyone.

KITCHEN

This issue has not been helped by the
ongoing COVID‐19 pandemic which has
resulted in elderly and vulnerable people
being asked to isolate for an extended
period of time.

Located adjacent to the University of
Sunderland campus also allows elderly
residents to partake in the University of the
3rd age which is a prominent organisation
at this location, which aims at providing
elderly people with the opportunity to
broaden their knowledge and skillset, but
also social interaction with a wider range of
like‐minded individuals.
The site aims to reach self‐sufficiency or
Typical Floor plan (1:200)
Site plan key:
come close to, this is achieved through
1: Cycle store
2: Allotment
several sustainable approaches throughout
3: Bowls court
4: Chickens
the site such as:
STORE

KITCHEN

Rainwater harvesting ‐ All rooftops
within the site will be used for rainwater
collection, with a total storage capacity of
60,000 litres. 15,000 litres of this storage
will be for the sole use of watering the
allotments, through a network of taps and
irrigation. The remaining 45,000 litres will
be filtered and recycled throughout the
W
dwellings for use in washing machines,
toilets and other similar functions.

BED 3

SELF‐SUFFICIENCY

ST
2m

ST

2m

Health risks associated with loneliness:
•
•

Considered worse for you than obesity.

•

Associated with an increased risk of
developing coronary heart disease and
stroke.

•

RETAIL

It is likely to increase your risk of death
by 26%.

WC

VELUX

BATHROOM

WC

RETAIL

ST

ST

W

BED 2

W

LIVING/DINING

Basement

Ground Floor

2

2

VELUX

BALCONY

First Floor

= Location for future installation of Stiltz TrioClassic Home lift.

Increased loneliness and isolation
place individuals at increased risk of
developing dementia and cognitive
decline.

Located adjacent to the University of
Sunderland the proposal aims to combat
loneliness amongst the elderly population,
using a similar approach to the ‘Humanitas
Deventer’ retirement home. Which houses
6 university students amongst its residents,
in return the students provide social
stimulation to the residents and help to host
events within the home. With an increased
student population on site of approximately
35%, the proposal ensures all residents have
someone to share their experiences with.

2

Second Floor

BATHROOM

Water Source Heat Pump (WSHP) – Located
adjacent to the River Wear, which has water
Courtyard/Allotment 3D
temperatures
ranging from 5.5OC to 10.5OC,

3

St Peter’s
Library

ST

ST

N

0m

25m

1:50 Technical section

1 - Roof construction
Slate tiles, waterproofing membrane, 142mm Kingspan TEK panel, 70mm
Kingspan Thermawall TW55, 25mm vanished plywood

River We

ar

2 - Balcony construction
Terraced desk with adjustable pedestals on, mechanically fixed Sarnafil single ply
membrane fully adhered to ply desk supported by 150mm timber joists supported
by joist hangers.

BED 1

W

BED 2

W

LIVING/DINING
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ENSUITE

2

6

BED 1

2m

1.5m

BALCONY

University of
Sunderland

4

Solar gain – The proposal features
approximately 370m2 of unobstructed solar
panels.
ST

BALCONY

A fH

5: Refuse store
6: Grasscrete (fire engine access)

VELUX

1

5

1.5m

ENSUITE

1.5m

Site plan

W

BED 3

ST

DOUGLAS STEWART

ideal to ensure the effective installation of
a WSHP.

UNIVERSITY OF THE 3RD AGE

3 - Basement floor construction
65mm sand/cement screed on polythene vapour control layer, on 130mm Celotex
XR4000 insulation, on 1000g DPM on Delta membrane on 75mm sacrificial screed
with delta edge channel around perimeter walls on insitu reinforced waterproof
concrete basement floor to engineer/specialist’s details. Delta Membrane
Water Management System & floor sump to be provided as part of the wall’s
waterproofing system. All to be installed strictly to manufacturer’s specifications.
4 - Basement wall construction
25mm vanished plywood, Celotex XR4000 200mm, mechanically fixed, with
Delta Membrane Water Management System’s Delta MS-500 to the wall. All to be
installed strictly to manufacturer’s specifications.
Note: All Delta items to be installed by a registered Delta installer with an insurance
backed guarantee.

2m

VELUX

1.5m

1
Ensuite

Bedroom

8 - Wall construction
Facing brickwork, Wall tie at regular intervals securing brickwork to SIP panels,
60mm void, Waterproofing membrane, 142mm Kingspan TEK Panels, 70mm
Kingspan Thermawall TW55, 25mm vanished Plywood
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Bedroom

6
Kitchen

6 - Floor construction
200mm timber joists with joist hangers, Soft fill acoustic insulation between joists,
MF suspended ceiling system creating minimum 150mm service void.

BALCONY

Bathroom

5

5 - Wall construction
Vertical timber cladding, vertical batons with horizontal counter batons,
Waterproofing membrane, 142mm Kingspan TEK Panels, 70mm Kingspan
Thermawall TW55, 25mm vanished plywood

7 - Ground floor balcony construction
Terraced desk with adjustable pedestals on, mechanically fixed Sarnafil single
ply membrane sealed with jointing tape fixed on, 120mm PIR Celotex insulation
on, Vapour control layer with screed laid to 1:40 to a minimum 1:80 fall to terrace
gutter. On 150mm timber joists with 100mm Knauf “Dritherm 32” between joists.MF
suspended ceiling system creating minimum 140mm service void.

Bedroom

2
Toilet

Living Room

7
Store

8

Retail

4

3
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VISUALISATIONS
TRINITY TAM

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

CHRYSALIS CHILDREN’S DAY
HOSPITAL

Our hospital will provide children’s
Chrysalis refers to the protective casing
outpatient, rehabilitation, minor procedures
around the pupa of butterflies during their
and diagnostic testing facilities. In terms of
metamorphosis stage. Similar to pupa,
the guidance
Children need a healthcare environment
The entrance
atrium is spacious of hospital spaces, safety and
with plenty of sunlight. The circular void
efficiency
is important.
adapted to them which will aid their
above provides an immediate view
towards the colouful play space in the
development.
outpatients unit.
Visitors can then
easily
Grouping
hospital
clinics together with their
find the reception in the center of the
lobby and useown
the self check
in kiosks
reception
and waiting areas reduces
There is currently an increase in the
nearby. People that are waiting can
visit the cafe, waiting
play with the interactive
times. Placing reception, waiting
numbers of children being admitted to short
digital display or look out towards the
and
play
areas with clear views towards
stay assessment units as it benefits their courtyard at the
seating
area. Colourful
The entrance atrium is spacious
furniture, a playful sculpture and indoor
with plenty of sunlight.
The circular
void
eachvisitors.
other helps promote safety.
There
will
treatment and reduces costs. This hospital
plants help energize
above provides an immediate view
towards the colouful play space in the
be a focus on creating a vibrant
learning
will meet that demand and may be the first
outpatients unit.
Visitors can then easily
find the reception in the center of the
space with a clear treatment
route.
SMART
lobby and
use the self check
in kiosks
encounter a child has with the healthcare
nearby. People that are waiting can
visit the cafe, play ipads
with the interactive
technology such as talking robots,
system, influencing their future approach to
digital display or look out towards the
the seating area. Colourful
and interactive media wallscourtyard
canaatplayful
provide
healthcare.
furniture,
sculpture and indoor
plants help energize visitors.
a positive distraction when children are
Children and their families may feel anxious
waiting for doctors appointments.
in the hospital and will have specific
AI can be used to schedule doctors
needs. It has been shown that shorter
appointments and create treatment
waiting times, clear hospital routes and
plans. And an app for patients to use
transparency in regards to treatments can
with telemedicine can help increase the
create a more positive patient experience.
transparency of their treatment.
As children are always learning from their
To increase the comfort of the environment,
environment, allowing them to interact with
sensors can automate the adjustment of
the objects around them gives them a sense
lighting and ventilation.
of control. Play areas are therefore central
to the design of children hospitals.
Similar to how the chrysalis protects the
pupa’s transition into a butterfly, this
In addition, biophilic design such as
hospital will act as a chrysalis by guiding the
increasing natural lighting has shown to
development of children.
reduce stress and patient recovery time.

CHRYSALIS
Childrens Day Hospital

VISUALISATIONS

This Children’s Day Hospital incorporates modern technology TRINITY
to
TAM
reduce stress in children and parents, which ultimately improves user
experiences and outcomes.

VISUALISATIONS

PROJECT
CONCEPT

Chrysalis refers to the protective casing around the pupa
of butterflies during their metamorphosis stage. Similar to pupa,
Children need a healthcare environment adapted to them which will
aid their development. There is currently an increase in the numbers
of children being admitted to short stay assessment units as it
benefits their treatment and reduces costs. This hospital will meet
that demand and may be the first encounter a child has with the
healthcare system, influencing their future approach to healthcare.
Children and their families may feel anxious in the hospital
and will have specific needs. It has been shown that shorter
waiting times, clear hospital routes and transparency in regards
to treatments can create a more positive patient experience. As
children are always learning from their environment, allowing them
to interact with the objects around them gives them a sense of
control. Play areas are therefore central to the design of children
hospitals. In addition, biophilic design such as increasing natural
lighting has shown to reduce stress and patient recovery time.

Grouping hospital clinics together with their own reception and
waiting areas reduces waiting times. Placing reception, waiting
and play areas with clear views towards each other helps
promote safety.

There will be a focus on creating a vibrant learning
space with a clear treatment route. SMART technology such as
talking robots, ipads and interactive media walls can provide
a positive distraction when children are waiting for doctors
appointments. AI can be used to schedule doctors appointments
and create treatment plans. And an app for patients to use
with telemedicine can help increase the transparency of their
treatment. To increase the comfort of the environment, sensors
can automate the adjustment of lighting and ventilation.

The entrance atrium is spacious
with plenty of sunlight. The circular void
above provides an immediate view
towards the colouful play space in the
outpatients unit. Visitors can then easily
find the reception in the center of the
lobby and use the self check in kiosks
nearby. People that are waiting can
visit the cafe, play with the interactive
digital display or look out towards the
courtyard at the seating area. Colourful
furniture, a playful sculpture and indoor
plants help energize visitors.

Similar to how the chrysalis protects the pupa’s transition
into a butterfly, this hospital will act as a chrysalis by guiding the
development of children.

5

Our hospital will provide children’s outpatient, rehabilitation,
minor procedures and diagnostic testing facilities. In terms of the
guidance of hospital spaces, safety and efficiency is important.

5

Problem and Solution

Cloud based
storage of
personal health
record.

Online app- uses
AI for scheduling,
telemedicine,
order medication,
complete
documentation, learn
about treatment.
Ipads, robots for
entertainment
and app. Wearable
technology for
assessment.

SMART
Technology

Machines to
automate services
such as pharmacy,
delivery, inventory
management.
Lighting - for
circadian rhythm
and Seasonal
Affective Disorder.

5

Entrance- self
check in area,
interactive
media wall,
robots for
entertainment.

2
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ZEYNEP UZUN

SITE & PROGRAM

FLEXIBILITY OF THE CAMPUS

UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture

Istanbul Technical University, one of the
oldest universities in the Turkey, witnesses
the history with its campus buildings. The
Site is located at the Macka,Istanbul, in the
southern region of Central Besiktas.

ACTIVATING VOIDS
FLEXIBLE UNIVERSITY FOR POST
COVID-19

The site area known with proximity to
Bosphorus also has panaromic views of the
sea. The strategic importance of the value
of the site is not only in its location. It has
feature like being a getaway to amenities,
proximity to nature, large transportation
context. Thus, it is always in the middle of a
lively and crowded environment.

In the digitalizing world, the act of learning
is abstracted from space. Suitable for the
basic needs of the student; There should be
areas that are well designed, comfortable,
can be used indefinitely, and have a
technological infrastructure. They should be
alone whenever they want, they should be
together whenever they want, they should
be able to lie down, sit down and get fresh
air.

Undoubtedly, in the current situation, one
of the faculties experiencing the negative
side of corona in the field of education is the
architecture faculty.
My proposal gives a clear answer to the
question of how architecture faculties can
undergo change in the post-corona period.
While the proposal offers many different
types of classes (less crowded and small
amount of people are main features) and
common areas that have removed borders, it
does so in a flexible, future-proof manner.

Based on this idea, there should be welldesigned and pleasant spaces. Instead of
being an unchangeable place with rigid and
classical boundaries, it should be suitable
for the near future and be flexible.

•

Creating meeting and gathering spaces.

•

Useful light and flexible space setups.

•

Preserving the past.

•

Fulfilling the requirements of the age.

•

Areas that provide visual interaction
be-tween different levels within
the building, accommodate vertical
circulation and al-low natural lighting.

INTERIOR PLANNING OF THE CAMPUS

• Interaction of green areas and social
Going forward, schools will need to be more
INTERIOR PLANNING OF THE CAMPUS
spaces.
flexible
and
able
to
adapt
quickly
to
possible
INTERIOR PLANNING OF THE CAMPUS
economic, climateand health disruptions.
Rein-vented learning spaces must be
designed with an even deeper commitment
to the wellbeing of students and faculty,
recognizing that their physical, cognitive
and emotional states are inherently linked
to their safety.
Common Amphi

Model Making Area

Common Amphi

Activated Void

Common Amphi

Model Making Area

Model Making Area

Activated Void

Activated Void

Long Section

Model Making Area

ROOFTOP:

FIRST

GROUND

BASEMENT

Rooftop floor mainly focused to enjoy the
location of the campus. While it creates
an extra eating area students can enjoy
the Bosphorus view and the panaromic
Istanbul view.

First floor focused on more private and
smaller gatherings/meeting in the campus.
Most important part of this floor is Technology room; while the whole campus provides hybrid education system Technology
room creates the opportunity of distance
education for teachers without going to
the classrooms via VR Screens.

Ground floor hosts more social and crowded
gatherings with large classrooms, common
seating spaces. Most important part of this
floor is self creation rooms which have more
traditional layout(ex.blackboard,sketching
rolls) rather than the whole campus. Room
designed for maximum 2 students and it also
provides more private time to student to think
about their projects.

Basement floor divided into 2. First part is food
hall for tutors/students and the other half is for
model making area. The whole model making
area is designed for stuents to make their
models most comfortable way. Room has also
technologic features such as plotters, laser
machines.Another thing for the basement is the
exit from the food hall part. The exit create a
connection with the other parts of the campus

Activated Void
Long Section

Project inspired by the actual anteroom
layout of the ITU Macka Campus. While
project develops it also inspired by the Mat
building system. As Mat Building system
creates multi-di-rectional circulation option,
It also creates mul-tiple voids/courtyards
in the area. My aim was to exhilirate these
voids because Education doesn’t just happen
in the classroom. It is now wherever there is
the necessary technological infrastructure.

ROOFTOP:

FIRST

GROUND

BASEMENT

Rooftop floor mainly focused to enjoy the
location of the campus. While it creates
an extra eating area students can enjoy
the Bosphorus view and the panaromic
Istanbul view.

First floor focused on more private and
smaller gatherings/meeting in the campus.
Most important part of this floor is Technology room; while the whole campus provides hybrid education system Technology
room creates the opportunity of distance
education for teachers without going to
the classrooms via VR Screens.

Ground floor hosts more social and crowded
gatherings with large classrooms, common
seating spaces. Most important part of this
floor is self creation rooms which have more
traditional layout(ex.blackboard,sketching
rolls) rather than the whole campus. Room
designed for maximum 2 students and it also
provides more private time to student to think
about their projects.

Basement floor divided into 2. First part is food
hall for tutors/students and the other half is for
model making area. The whole model making
area is designed for stuents to make their
models most comfortable way. Room has also
technologic features such as plotters, laser
machines.Another thing for the basement is the
exit from the food hall part. The exit create a
connection with the other parts of the campus

Long Section

Long Section

BASEMENT

ROOFTOP:

FIRST

GROUND

Rooftop floor mainly focused to enjoy the
location of the campus. While it creates
an extra eating area students can enjoy
the Bosphorus view and the panaromic
Istanbul view.

First floor focused on more private and
smaller gatherings/meeting in the campus.
Most important part of this floor is Technology room; while the whole campus provides hybrid education system Technology
room creates the opportunity of distance
education for teachers without going to
the classrooms via VR Screens.

Basement floor divided into 2. First part is food
Ground floor hosts more social and crowded
ROOFTOP:
FIRST
hall for tutors/students
and the other half is for
gatherings with large
classrooms, common
model making area. The whole model making
seating spaces. Most important part of this
Rooftop
floor have
mainly
focusedarea
to enjoy
the for
First
floor to
focused
on more private and
is designed
stuents
make their
floor is self creation
rooms which
more
models
most comfortable
Room has also
location of the campus. While
it creates
smallerway.
gatherings/meeting
in the campus.
traditional layout(ex.blackboard,sketching
technologic
features
such
as plotters,
laser
rolls) rather than the
anwhole
extracampus.
eating Room
area students
can enjoy
Most
important
part
of this floor is Techmachines.Another
thing
for
the
basement
is the
designed for maximum
2 students and
also the panaromic
the Bosphorus
viewit and
nology room; while the
whole campus proexit
from
the
food
hall
part.
The
exit
create
a
provides more private
time to
student to think
Istanbul
view.
vides hybrid education system Technology
connection with the other parts of the campus
about their projects.
room creates the opportunity of distance

education for teachers without going to
the classrooms via VR Screens.
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AIMS

WHY SMALL ROOMS

Common Amphi

ACTIVATING VOIDS IDEA

ZEYNEP UZUN

Establish protocols for the number of people
who can occupy an enclosed space. Post that
information so it is commonly understood.
Adhere to local guidance about numbers of
people allowed in a gathering and ensure
the room supports physical distancing.

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

GROUND

BASEMENT

Ground floor hosts more social and crowded
gatherings with large classrooms, common
seating spaces. Most important part of this
floor is self creation rooms which have more
traditional layout(ex.blackboard,sketching
rolls) rather than the whole campus. Room
designed for maximum 2 students and it also
provides more private time to student to think
about their projects.

Basement floor divided into 2. First part is food
hall for tutors/students and the other half is for
model making area. The whole model making
area is designed for stuents to make their
models most comfortable way. Room has also
technologic features such as plotters, laser
machines.Another thing for the basement is the
exit from the food hall part. The exit create a
connection with the other parts of the campus
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SHANNON WALKER

NORTHUMBRIA UNIVERSITY
MArch Architecture RIBA Part 2

THE WELLNESS SANCTUARY

The Wellness Sanctuary responds to the
growing number of students who are
suffering from social isolation whilst trying
to adapting to a new environment and
balancing the pressures of academic life.
Evident through primary research, there is a
lack of well-being led facilities for students
throughout the United Kingdom. Research by
NHS England suggest that at any one time,
one sixth of the population suffers from a
mental health problem.
Over the years, the North East of England
has seen a significant rise in people suffering
from a mental health condition, with the
highest number of adolescent mental health
cases recorded in 2019.
In the past year, the Covid-19 pandemic
has only made things worse. Funding is
reallocated and services are stripped. As a
result of lock-down restrictions and social
distancing, social isolation is at its highest
rate. Young adults feel isolated and reach to
online platforms for interaction.
The services available within Newcastle
Upon Tyne fail to respond to the mental
state of its users and is unsuccessful in
restitching the communities of the students,
local residents and businesses.
Supported by principles established by Jan
Gehl, a wider masterplan aims to reconnect
safe routes between the city and Shieldfield
and encourages movement by foot or by
bicycle. Open green spaces are intertwined
to connection routes to offer opportunity for
social interaction and engagement.
The Wellness Sanctuary proposal provides an
opportunity for positive social interaction
through mental stimulation and physical
activity. Based on the principles of welcome,
activity and support, services are interwoven
to reduce the feelings of isolation and the

A fH

organic form of the building provides soft
transitions between spaces.
The centre is wrapped around a pollinator
garden. An educational tool, the garden
encourages pollinators to stay in the area,
enhancing biodiversity. The garden aids
in promoting a healthy lifestyle, offering
opportunity for communication in an
outdoor setting, supported by wider physical
activity opportunities.
The action of compassion is touch. The
human hand is more dexterous than any
other mammal. During the early ages,
the development of touch provided a
way of communication which can be seen
through sign for talking and gripping for
caretaking. Prioritising the sense of touch,
the materiality of the Wellness Sanctuary
responds to the users by creating a calming
environment whereby the users are

SHANNON WALKER

connected to nature. Inspiration is taken
from a tree, whereby the roots provide a
strong and stable base for the branches
and leaves to grow. To respond to this,
the materiality of the facade and primary
structure responds to the structure of the
tree from the roots to the tops.
A glulam frame is proposed as the primary
structure allowing for natural materials
to offer visual interest. A timber louvre
system to the external facade acts as a
contemporary cloister.
Embossed concrete panelling uses cuttings
from cherry trees found on the site to
encourage users to engage with the textured
facade. The centre also supports the RIBA
2030 Challenge and achieves the required
targets for embodied carbon.

Timber louvre system

Active Roofscape

The action of compassion
is touch. The tones of buff
shall bring a lightness to
the panels and the use of
organic embossing shall
encourage building users
to interact and engage
with the materiality of
the Wellness Sanctuary.
Plant species collected
from the local area will be
cast, with nature not only
around the building but
also within.

First Floor Plan

Ground Floor Plan
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Sight a
Version 3
2100

2120

FUNCTION & MATERIALS
Details

The materials used for "KONG" include elastic cloth (seating
area), fog-faced glass (door), clear glass (skylight), wood veneer
(main surface), and Ozon board (main interior structure).

Measurement Unit: Millimeter
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1110

1200

Module 1

1110

Fog Glass

500

Clear Glass
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1600

1530

1200
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800

800

500

1200

1100
870

1200

1000

500

500

800

800

500

1600

1600

Sight b
1200

2000

1100

2400

1530

1200

550

870

Wooden structure and elastic
fabric provide warm comfort
for users.Users can find the
most suitable individual units
How much stress do you think you have?
to relieve their stress according
1
10
to their own needs, whether
it
is a semi-enclosed structure
with high height or an enclosed
space on the ground.
1950

2400

OSB

Module 2

1200

1950

2400

1110

1100

1950
1000

"KONG" is divided into two modules, one
suspended and one landed. The overhead
space is designed to avoid obstructing
the pedestrian line of sight and make the
view more transparent. The landing space
is more convenient for the user, open the
door can be used directly. On one side
of the door is a semi-automatic timing
system, which automatically provides a
time range for meditation as long as the
user enters his or her mental stress level
(from 1 to 10). Another highlight of the
installation is that, as the main structure is
already sheltered from the surrounding tall
buildings, the skylight can be seen directly
through the user's window as they lie on
the elastic fabric. Through these ideas, we
finally designed "Kong".

500

2000

Wooden Surface

1000

Physical & psychological problems

Mood Board

800

2100

2120

The development of science and
technology has not only made
people's life and work more
convenient, but also brought a lot of
troubles to people. The development
of communication tools has blurred
the concept of commuters, and they
will be pestered by work at any time
and anywhere. They want to get out
of their cell phones and computers,
but they cannot stop email and
messages coming in. These
people suffer from chronic work
stress, physical change and mental
breakdown, one after the other.
According to Health and Safety
Executive(HSE), the rate of workrelated stress depression and
anxiety has increased in recent
years. In 2019/20 stress, depression
or anxiety accounted for 51% of all
work-related ill health cases and
55% of all working days lost due to
work-related ill health. XXX aims at
the office workers who want to take
a breath and be in a daze during
the work space, and provides them
with a moment of peace and quiet to
catch their breath.

800

870

Age: 25 - 45
office workers
stressful works
depression

1200

Stretchy Fabric

2400

2120

2100

2120
2100

2000

Target Group

CONCEPT
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SKY

1110

WHY IT MATTERS

“Kong” in Chinese means empty. We took
the name because we wanted people to
have nothing to do in this space except
look up into the sky and meditate. The
construction of “Kong” has formally
addressed this problem -- it is based on the
theme of “escape from social pressure”.
“Kong” is designed to provide a short-term
escape from reality, a “spiritual sanctuary”
where people can feel comfort, freedom,
warmth and love. The idea behind the

Location
& Sights

Version 2

1530

Our site is located in The public area
below The Leadenhall Building. The
reason we chose this place is because
most of the people we are dealing with
are office workers. This is the financial
district, frequented by large numbers of
office workers. This has increased the
implementability and popularity of our
projects.

The materials used for “KONG” include
elastic cloth (seating area), fog-faced glass
(door), clear glass (skylight), wood veneer
(main surface), and Ozon board (main
interior structure).

b

VIEW FROM INSIDE-OUT

1530

LOCATION

PROJECT FEASIBILITY

Version 1

1100

This project is mainly aimed at people who
are highly depressed or nervous for a long
time, such as patients with depression and
people who work for a long time.

Flexibility; Convenience; Functionality; Easy
disassembly; The location is not fixed and
is not easily affected by the geographical
environment.

a

870

CLINTS PROFILE

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

On one side of the door is a semi-automatic
timing system, which automatically provides
a time range for meditation as long as the
user enters his or her mental stress level
(from 1 to 10). Another highlight of the
installation is that, as the main structure is
already sheltered from the surrounding tall
buildings, the skylight can be seen directly
through the user’s window as they lie on
the elastic fabric. Through these ideas, we
finally designed “Kong”.

RENDERINGS

2000

“KONG”

Due to the rapid development of modern society, more and more people
suffer from depression and other mental health problems. The construction
of "Kong" has formally addressed this problem -- it is based on the theme of
"escape from social pressure". "Kong" is designed to provide a short-term
escape from reality, a "spiritual sanctuary" where people can feel comfort,
freedom, warmth and love. The idea behind the installation is to use the
silkworm chrysalis as a starting point, hoping that people will feel safe here,
as if they were wrapped in a chrysalis. Not only that, "Kong" can provide
people with the possibility of a bright blue sky, so that all the troubles and
depression can be temporarily dissipated under the broad sky.

550

The contestants: Chenxi Wang, Xinjie Li,
Yaozhu Tang

CHENXI WANG

“KONG” is divided into two modules, one
suspended and one landed. The suspended
CONCEPT
space is designed to avoid obstructing the
pedestrian line of sight and make the view
more transparent. The landing space is more
convenient for the user; open the door can
be used directly.
Previous Sketches

1950

MA Interior and Spatial Design

The rapid development of digital
communication has brought great
convenience to people’s lives, but at the
same time it has left more people in a highly
repressive environment. Now people’s lives
are interrupted by social media and work
emails. So a temporary “spiritual shelter”
that allows people to break out of this
oppressive environment became an integral
part of the project. The design of “Kong”
revolves around this theme.

installation is to use the silkworm chrysalis
as a starting point, hoping that people will
feel safe here, as if they were wrapped in a
chrysalis. Not only that, “Kong” can provide
people with the possibility of a bright blue
sky, so that all the troubles and depression
can be temporarily dissipated under the
broad sky.

1000

UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS
LONDON (CHELSEA)

BRIEF

550

CHENXI WANG

500

800

800

500

1600

Automatically set the service
time according to the pressure
value selected by the user.
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ISABELLA WILLIAMS

ARTS UNIVERSITY BOURNEMOUTH
BA (Hons) Interior Architecture and
Design

more than

40%

of employees are neglecting other
aspects of their life because of work

•

Social Space (to share experiences)

•

Workshops / Classes (such as meditation and journal writing)

•

Confidential / Private Space (for counselling or similar)

•

Library (access to information)

ISABELLA WILLIAMS

(which may increase vulnerability to mental health problems)

Promoting slowing down, pausing.
With wellbeing services significantly reduced

group most commonly associated with

during the Covid-19 pandemic creating a

a poor work-life balance. Encouraging

space which removes guilt and

patients to take time to ‘pause’ outside of

re-emphasises the importance of taking time

their busy schedules to acknowledge and

SITE
process their diagnosis. Typically patients

PAUSE CANCER DAY CARE CENTRE

Ground floor has open floor plan allowing users to freely explore. Here

Targeting ages 25-55 as this is the age

use of the space is suggested but ultimately defined by the user.
First floor accommodates all rooms which require a high level of confidentiality.

and slowing down in a fast paced society.

ANALYSIS

may make time for a doctor or treatment
appointment but not any additional services.

Reducing the presence of technology
with a focus on the present. Creating a
therapeutic, wellbeing orientated centre.

CASE STUDIES

2 / 3 employees have experienced a
negative effect on their personal life

2

(because of poor work-life balance)
(https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/a-to-z/w/work-life-balance, 2021)

Isabella Williams

(Kiselyova, R. Mondi. studioalternativi.com, 2021)

Indicated in yellow are ‘pause’ spaces. Representing
the slowing of movement. Encouraging users to pause

PC Caritas, aDVVT

Optical Glass House, Hiroshi Nakamura

and reflect before moving between spaces.

Unknown. (unknown). PC Caritas Section. [online image]. Avaliable from: https://www.miesarch.com/work/4113.
Unknown. (2013). Optical Glass House. [online image]. Avaliable from: https://www.dezeen.com/2013/01/27/optical-glass-house-by-hiroshi-nakamura-nap/ https://www.dezeen.com/2013/01/27/optical-glass-house-by-hiroshi-nakamura-nap/.

3

Isabella Williams

Ground floor has open floor plan allowing users to freely explore. Here
use of the space is suggested but ultimately defined by the user.
First floor accommodates all rooms which require a high level of confidentiality.

Reflective Spaces: nature forms a focal point throughout.

Leaving technology behind, reconnecting
with nature and each other.

Inclusive design, easy to navigate with clear
sight lines and barrier free access throughout.
Removing stress from wayfinding, empowering
visitors to confidently use the space.
Post-pandemic response: designed with
wide pathways and maximised airflow,
possibility to implement one way system.
4

Isabella Williams
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JASON YEUNG

UNIVERSITY OF HUDDERSFIELD
BA (Hons) Architecture

ZEN PAVILION

Zen Pavilion will be located within the
Campus of Huddersfield University, inbetween the division of the industrial state
of Huddersfield and the Huddersfield Narrow
Canal.

JASON YEUNG

Mint is planted within the lounge nearby the
yoga space to increase concentration and
physical performance. Lavender is planted
at the exit of the site for relaxation of the
mind and improves sleep quality.

By centralising the theme of heal th and
wellbeing, the project has been designed
to achieve a Zen atmosphere and create
a central space to offer opportunities for
students and local communities to gather
and share.
The main conceptual story of the design is
built upon the aspect of organic, exercise
and comfort, to deliver a powerful
psychological impact on mental health by
offering strong visual comfort and reduce
stress.
At the same time, the form is inspired
by nearby petals and transforms into a
curvaceous of organic architectural forms
integrated within the Yoga practice to
enhance the connection between mind and
body.
Meanwhile, maximising the use of natural
lighting and transparency, the pavilion forms
a relationship with the surrounding nature.
By adapting Japanese simplicity design
principles in minimal material, the pavilion
is presented in a strong visuality of warmth
and growth. In contrast, the natural
material and the organically shaped building
merged within.
The landscape also plays an essential role
within the narrative, by locating specific
plants and floral across the site to develop
spatial comfort and different atmosphere of
stages from entering and exit.

Materials

Flowers like Vanilla and Jasmine are planted
at the entrance of the site to relish aromatic
smell to reduce depression and gain
relaxation and boost mood.
WOOD DECK, EXTERNAL FLOOR BOARD

ANIGRE WOOD WALL

ANIGRE WOOD FLOOR BOARD

SHOU SUGI BAN (CHARRED WOOD)

FROSTED GLASS

Materials
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Architects for Health is a forum
for sharing best practice,
knowledge, innovation and
thought leadership relating
across the built environment.
We give members the
opportunity to share thoughts
and learning as part of a vibrant
and engaged healthcare
community.
Our work reaches across the
UK and internationally in equal
measure. We aim to be a world
leader in promoting healthcare
design.

A fH

With special thanks to our Sponsors:

Architects for Health

Membership

Design of hospital or clinic environments
is important for the wellbeing of patients,
their friends and families and people who
treat and care.

We welcome members from health and
design professions as well as all who share
our values across healthcare planning,
design, and delivery.

practice, we arrange study visits to health
facilities at home and abroad that keep our
members appraised of the latest ideas and
innovations.

Good design enhances the experience
of care and has a positive influence on
clinical outcomes. Architects for Health
promotes the design of better settings for
healthcare by providing a forum for the
exchange of ideas, promoting best practice
and by recognising and rewarding excellent
examples of healthcare design.

We bring together ideas from clinical
practice and architectural design,
construction and research. Our members
benefit from displays of their projects at
national conferences, discounts to events,
information exchange and collaboration
and support for ideas for AfH activities and
projects.

In collaboration with our members, we
formulate and promote positive policy
positions to key opinion formers, to the NHS
and to government, seeking to engage and
work collaboratively towards better quality
and design principles across the sector.

We work to bring about strategic change
to the complex processes of planning and
development. Drawing on the practical
experience of our expert membership,
we aim to make a difference through our
work streams on procurement, guidance,
strategic planning and design quality.

The annual programme of activities
promotes a better understanding of current
issues in health planning and design and
keeps members informed across the whole
range of topics in the health sector. All
events are wide ranging in scope and include
joint events with clinical societies and
Royal Colleges, or with representatives of
organisations active in the procurement of
health facilities.

Designers care for the future. AfH is
collaborating with schools of architecture
and design to proactively support the
inclusion of healthcare sector buildings in
the curriculum. We have a well established
programme for Student Design Awards that is
now in its eleventh year, which this booklet
celebrates.

We engage with and influence wider health
institutions and communities.
As a non-profit organisation, with nearly
five hundred members, we are building
knowledge networks that inform and
support the future design of high-quality
healthcare environments. We share ideas,
experiences and examples through our
growing membership links that are spread
across the UK and internationally.

INNOVATION, BEST PRACTICE AND POLICY
New methods of treatment and
emerging technologies mean that health
environments are constantly facing new
challenges. Cultural, workforce and
qualitative expectations drive change
in design. To understand this evolving
health infrastructure, and reflect best

ARCHITECTS FOR HEALTH

NURTURE AND LEARNING

You can follow AfH on Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn.
architectsforhealth.com/membership

ADP is an employee-owned architecture
practice, founded more than 50 years
ago. We work from nine locations across
the UK, Cyprus and India, but as one
team with a wide range of expertise to
suit any project.
Our healthcare projects are driven by
partnerships with clinicians, patients
and visitors – not just the project team.
This allows us to design environments
that have a positive effect on patient
and staff wellbeing, clinical delivery
and create efficient and better
connected spaces.

adp-architecture.com
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HKS is a global firm of architects,
designers, advisors and makers driven by
curiosity and devoted to creating places
that combine beauty with performance.
Our 1,250 people in 24 locations are
united by our shared culture and sense
of purpose. We work with major health
institutions around the world, relying on
our body of knowledge and solid research
to design user-centered environments
that reduce stress, promote healing and
increase efficiency for patients, visitors
and staff.

hksinc.com

P+HS Architects is a recognised leader
in healthcare design with a reputation
for great architecture and outstanding
technical capability. The work may
be complex, but the aim is simple: to
create spaces that enhance lives.
We work in all aspects of healthcare:
for the NHS and private providers in
mental health, primary and community
healthcare plus a wide range of acute
specialisms and older age care.
We are delighted to support the Student
Design Awards this year and being part
of encouraging new talent into the
profession.

Scott Tallon Walker is an award-wining
architectural practice who create ever
evolving spaces with a simplicity and
consistency to their design. We have
a track record not just of excellence in
architecture, but of creating efficient,
fit for purpose buildings that are highly
valued by their users.
Our large, talented, multi-disciplinary
team is driven to innovate and perfect
our craft, incorporating advanced,
sustainable solutions as an integrated
part of our overall design strategy

pandhs.co.uk
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stwarchitects.com

Ryder Architecture was established
in 1953, and now has a team of over
300 passionate people operating
across the UK, Hong Kong, Vancouver
and Amsterdam, reinforced by global
connectivity through the Ryder
Alliance.
We deliver pioneering architectural
and design services across a diverse
range of sectors including an enviable
healthcare portfolio.
Our goal is simple - to improve the
quality of the world around us and, in
doing so, improve people’s lives.

ryderarchitecture.com
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